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CHAPTER I
TEE PROBLEM
Introduction
Prior to the 1,:rriting of this paper, the writer 1 s conception of
in-service education included little more than summer school attendance
and professional reading.

The m'iter's views on in-service education

were clarified And extended through the expenditure of time and effort

requtred for the writing of this paper.

Now, he joins Prall and Cushman

when they say:
Continued education of teachers means rrmch more than m3.king up
defects in preparation. It m-2ans continuous growth in the capacity
to te:±ch. It r:ieans broadened understanding of human development and
humar1 living. A.nd • • • it mear1s growth in one 1 s capacity to cJork
1.dth others, with classroom teachers and principal in a variety of
activittes, 11rith the administration, 1dth parents and community leaders, and with children of different age groups.
Definitions of In-Service Education
The writer's definition.--It is next to impossible to give a precise definition to such a broad concent as in-service education.

Almost

all, if not all, that a teacher may do individually to improve his professional competence and value as a te::i.cher can be called in-service education.

Not all in-service educatton is of this individual nature.

It also involves group activities, which have ::i.s a goal the
lCharles E. Prall and c. Leslie Cushman, Teacher Education in
Service (Washington, D. c.: American Council on J~ducation, 1944), p. 438.

2

improvement of the school in order to better provide for the educational
needs of society.

In-service education is an experience through which

the pupils and the educational personnel of a school receive benefit
from learning together.
Gory 1 s definition.--Numerous definitions of in-service education
are existent in the periodical lj.terature which yiertains to the subject.
Cory' s definition is to be found among such definitions.

Cory has

assumed in-service education to be:
the sponsoring or pursuance of activities •,.rhich will br::tng new
insights, growth, underst:mding, cooperative practices, democratic
prodedures, and community understanding to the members of the
staff and arouse them to action to improve the curriculum, to
take add.i.tioml training, and to i!r!prove themselves and their
work in every way posstble.2
Illinois Education Associ0tion's definition.--The Research Department of the Illinois Education Association recently defined in-service
education by listing twenty-one in-service activities and presenting
separate definitions for e~ch of the activities.3
Spears' definition.--Spears comments on in-service educati.on as
follows:
In-service training is a concept that has ST·.rept the country in a
period of a few years. The idea has t.he advanta.ge of a title th2.t
is graciously accepted. In theory it is the idea the:<.t everybody
on tlle staff--whetl1er teacher, adnrinistrator, or specialist--needs
to grow on the job. It :i.mpH.es continuoµs growth, and is higrJ.y
fla.ttel'ing to a person in the classroom.4
2 Durward Cory, "Incentives Used in r-~otivating Professional Growth
of Teachers," North Central Association Quarterly,, .X:XVII (April, 1953),

PP• 38.5-409.
3Research Department, Illinois Education Association, 11 In-Service
Educatione.1 Activities in the Public Schools of Illinois, 11 (Springfield,
Illinois: J:Tay, 1960), pp. 2-3. (:Mimeographed.) See Appendix A for a
complete list of the activities and their definitions.

4Haro~~ 8pe8:rs, Ourriculum Planni~ 'l'hrough In-Service Pi:ograms
(Englewood Cli1fs, New Jersey: Prentice- ~11, lnc., 1957), P• 47

3
Smnm,:i.ry.--In summary, in-service education is a process which
brings about growth in teaching abilit,y and thereby stimulates pupil
grot·rth in a desirEd direction.
The Purpose of the Study
'fhe purpose of this study is to:

in-service education 2.ctivities.

develop a eeneral guide for

This will entail:

(a) a study of

printed materials to determine "what is 11 , (b) a formulation of a description of "wh::i.t should be 11 , and (c) the general guide.

CHAPTER II
IN-SERVICE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Studies of In-Service Education
NEA. research.--The Research Division of The National Education

Association released Special Vemo in June, 1956.

This paper contained

a tabulation of a survey of onportuni ties for professiorn=tl grov.rth which
were open to teachers.

The tabulation f'ollows:

TABLE 1
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PHOFESSIONA1 GROwrH
OF TEACHER;:) IN ;:),t!;RVICE5
Number of
districts

Type of opportunity

University extension courses • • • • • • 1,120
Curriculum committees • • • • • • • • • 1,211
lectures on educational subjects • • • •
852
Special courses in nearby colleges •
923
Workshops during regular school year •• 1,148
Committees, other than curriculum. • • •
8ll
Workshops during surmner • • •
• • • 436
Other opportunities • • • • • •
• •
79
Total reporting one or more •
Number of districts reporting •

..

•• 1,856
• • 1, 973

Percent
of total

57
61

43
47

58

41
22

4

94

Oak Ridge._--Bertis E. Capehart, in his analysis of the in-service
activities of the Oak Ridge program, found tha.t teachers considered the
following activities most valuable:
5Research Division, National Education Association, §pecial Memc:_
(Washington, D. C.: June, 1956), p. 25.

5
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

Sharing of practical teaching devices, methods, and rrtaterials.
Help from consultants.
SerVing on com.rnittees such as curriculum revision, public relations, :materials, reflort cards, and cummulative records.
Participation in the writing of the Guide to Teaching.
Talking over problems with other staff members.
Growth in the use of group processes.
Being chairman of a group.
Reading of professional literature.
Working with parents.
Attending a summer school.
Exchange of ideas and opinions with staff and adrrd..nistration.
Being secretary of a group.
Studying children--how they learn, how they grow, and how they develop.
Being a discussion leader in a group.
Attending conferences.
Visiting other schools and classrooms.
Faculty workshops.
A sense of belonging to a group in which6I have participated.
F..aving a chance to express my ovm ideas.
Capehart also lists the aspects of in-service which teacher:c; con-

sider least valuable.
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
i;;.

16.
17.
18.

These are:

Members who do not contribute, who are not interested, or who do
not accent responsibility.
~aculty meetings.
Too muct repetition.
Poor leadership.
Lack of pre-planning.
Little use of professional Faterial
Building workshops.
Poor preparation.
Some people dominate the group.
Lack of consultant services.
Not enough sharing o~· teaching procedures.
Interruptions of previously announced plans.
Lack of new ideas.
Lack of o~portunity to attend professional meetings.
Lack of onportunity to visit other schools.
Membership of group often too large.
Not enough time to pursu~ a rroblem to its conclusion.
Superv:i.sory conferences. 1
6Spears, ~· ~· pp. 83-85.
7Ibid. p.

85.

•

6
~on

and Brueckner.--A sirrj_lar report is offered by Burton and

Brueclmcr; however, it is bci.sed upon a nmch wider population than was given
consideration in the Oak Ridge Schools by Capehart.

Teachers from

twenty or more schools selected each of the following as techniques with
the most promise for in-service education.
Organizing teachers into comrrittees to study problems.
Organized studv of special tonics in general staff meetings.
3. Providing a professional library and browsing-room for teachers.
h. Having teachers (not administrators) give reviews of articles in
current educational w.agazines.
5. Giving special financial awards for participation in programs of
in-service education.
6. Cocperatively engaging in a systematic evaluation of the school,
using the criteria of the Cooperative Study of ::>econdary-School
Standards.
7. Carrying out a well planned att2ck upon the problems of curriculu.m development.
8. Holding forums where parents, pupils, teachers, and board members
participate.
9. Attending sunnner school.
10. Holding srneJJ_ group meetings to study revision of the course of
study in a department.
11. Visiting teachers in one 1 s oim school or in other schools. 8
1.

2.

Techiriqlies listed by

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

~t

least ten bl1t fewer than twenty schools.

Panel discussion by teachers.
Ex:r>erimentation with new classroom procedures.
Making surveys of student problems.
Attending professional meetings.
Planning an orientation meet:tn,c for new teac:•ers.
Having teachers prepare and is.sue handbooks for ne~., teachers.
Bolding informal meetings of the staff.

8.

Horae visitation.

9.

}l.eld trips for teachers.
~..a.king surveys of graduates.
Participation in the eie;ht year study.
Pa.rticipation in interschool studies of curriculum development.
Encouraging teachers to write magazine articles.
Attending guidance conferences.'!

10.
11.
12.

13.

14.

The following were listed by fewer than five schools.

1.

Visitation of classes by principal.

~Villiam

(New York:

H. Burton and Ieo J. Brueclmer Supervision a Social Process
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 19SS),-p-.~1::"14-6r--·------__;;.-

9rbid.

7
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Talks by principal.
Reading of papers by teachers.
Using rating scales.
').equj_ring special readings.
Issuance of bulletins by the principal.
Demonstration teaching.
Requiring srunmer school attendance. 10

IEA research.--In a survey of 620 public school teachers in
Illinois, the Research Department of the Illinois Education Association
found:
TABLE 2
ATTITUDES OF VARIOUS TEACHING GROff S
TOWARD DE1'10NS'l'RATION 'fEACHING

CJ..assific?.tion of teachers

Percent of teachers f avoring
demonstration teaching

60

Non-degree
B. A.

53
50
50

M. A.
M. A. plus

'rhe report indicated that teachers with less ex,)erience were more
often in favor of demonstration teaching t11an were teachers who were more
experienced.

It also found that teachers in grades K-8 were more receptive

to demonstration teaching than were secondary teachers; however, all of the
secondary teachers considered demonstration teaching to have an aveiage
value, while on the other hand 18% of the K-8 teachers felt it had little
value.
'fhere is a paint of disagreement between the findings of the Hesearch Department of the Illinois

Educ~tion

Association and those of

llResearch Department, IEA, 9£• cit. pp. 7-9.

8
Burton and Brueckner.

The fincii.ngs of the former support demonstr::i.tion

teaching as an in-service education activity while lack of sup:;iort for
this activity is indicated in the finrlings of the lc.tter.
Oregon.--The Oregon State Dep.o>,rtment of Education ::i.nd the State
System of Higher Sdncationl2 prepared and distributed questionaires to
approximately 25;~ of the tr::~achers in Orep;on.
air-2s were returned.

Over 2,400 of the question-

'l'he returned questionaires represented approximate

ratios of rrien, women, married, sinele with and w:.tthout dependents, little
and much experience, teacher college gra.duates ?nd liberal college gr'<"duates,
elementary and secondary teacbers, teachers of different subjects, small,
medium, a'1.d large school systems.
The results indicated th2,t on the average 63/b of the Oregon teachers
were satisfied with their pre-service training, while a.i."lother 25;:& of the
teachers displayed dissatisf-9.ctions with their pre-service training.
The area of ctLssatisfaction was in regA.rd to the limi ts.tions on training
which they had experienced in their pre-service education.

One in five

of the teachers believed that additional courses would be the best way to
improve their competency in teach:Lne;.

'i'he same ratio held for teachers

who believed that work conferences would be the best technique to be used
for serving the purpose of competency improvement.

Less than

io;t of the

teachers .favored any single one of the following--supervision, faculty
meetings, visiting, .:md travel.
Travel
Research needed.--The value of travel as an in-service educ:::1.tional
activity has not be validated.

Only one of the studies mentioned above

12H. B. Wood, 11 In-Service Education of 'l'eachers Which Way Next?"
Ou.:ric~u.m Bulletin No. 64{ (Eugene, Ore~~on: School of Education,
Um.versity of Oregon, 1949), PP• 2-9. (!·.o_meographed).

9
makes reference to travel

a mec:.mo of in-service educ.:J.tion.

The need

for resc2.rc·h :i.n tM.s Qrea is see'To.ns1y evident.
Of several hundred 2.rticles excirnined durine; th:Ls study only three
dealt sN:cificalJ.y ·"1-:i.th travel 2.S 2. forJT! of in-service edncation.
!1:L the same tirJ.8 a1l ed1Jcs.t.ion2.l -vr:dters stress the need for te2. chers to hci.ve a ~·rlde -oersnecti VE: E'nd bro2. d underst,,~.r.dins of tr 1e world
about them. For growtL~ in this a:cea of teac ter effectiveness travel
could bA publicized much rr:ore than u. is now.13
Proi'essiono..l development.--Unst2.ttd, one of the three authorities
located by Needham, believes:
The :-ride persT1ective and broad understanrling lJrJ.ich travel giv0s are
more essential to tl1e teacher th:m to many other professional 1rorkers.
• • • Tr~1.vel will almost inv,:i.riably bring person,3.1 grm,rth and enri cr.ed
teacrd. ng ab:Dity• • • • There is r·rob:i.bly no other n.ethod of !•ro.fessiona1 developmer:.t th:::~t, for the effort required, yields as ,:;i.1ch

as travel.14

-

Umst:::ttd illustrates the ga...i.ns a teacher may I12..ke throl:gh invest:i.ng a part of his vacation periods to travel.
Tiie te2.cher of history or li ter2ture may g2c.in a fuJler appreciation
of llis field by visiting the sites of historic ev1:mts or the settings

of the JJ_ter2.ture hE: bTinc~s to his pupils. The ~iOCi_al science teacher cc}_n_ g:ive an enriched offer::i.ng to his pupils after be h01.s -cdtnessed
the actions o:~ V'irious forms o.f governnent, has mingled D.. th all
cl:u;ses of soc·Lety, or hes ]Gamed the vie1.,1 points of peo-~le at all
economic levels. The teacher of biology brings a CTealtll of material
to his classes '~hen he return2 from tJ-ie seac(:«i_st, the teacher of art
brings ne'-T ins:~iration fror'.: the Lourve, a.nd every teacher br-lne;s from
.
a su.::.u£r of travel 'Tldcr views, ner :Lnsie;hts, ;:1.nc:. err.cicr;cc1. expcii.ences.15
H-:_rsh, as cit.ed by Unstettd, says:
/

Teechers • • • above all others should have a broad, sympathetic
undcrstar,dine of the members of all tl1e great f"l:j_lies of the 1-.rorld.
Travel • • • will les 0 en intolerance :J.nd any unjust rride born of
lil:Lited kr"o'.-J1edge. If we are to think cle::;_rly, c>.ct generously, :incl
13Jo1m Needl1a,11, "The 'i'ype of In-Service Progr3l!t Which '.:..1hould Be
Provided Oregon Teo.chers, rt Curriculmn Bulletin 1fo. 65 (Eugene, Oregon:
School of Ed1_;cc1.tion, Tiniversity of Oregon, 19-50, p.
(Ki.meosr:1rhed.)

J4.

''
1
,.., '.
i.,•
• 1.go.•
Ums t ,;o ttd. , 0econ:.ar;r
0crioo
....J rnie:tC1D.ng
1.IC'1ucc:

pp. L.?f)-h79.
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teach sympathetically, 1,,.:-::; Ffilst know the trials, successes, 2J1d e;ener· l cond; tions of our nej e:hbors on t11P. other side of the river,
over the mouri
, across the seas, and beyond the nea:r borc1ers.16

ecluc:::;,tiona1 activities may profit. from dcvoti.ne; tb:: cLtire v2.c2tion
peri.cd to travel.

Since rnrn!erous insti tut::ions of higher

le~1.:cning

are

ccndncting ei tller or both dom'' <'tic :1nd fore:_gn tours, the teacher Nay be
01_bJe to earn college credits as a result of his tr:woho.

Christiar1 O. Arndt, who haE> been conducting New York University 1 s
Sentin::i.r- on ~rTcstern Europe Today (a sb:: n,:,tion tour) for the past
eleven sumrners, believes t'i.2.t it :Ls incumbent upon school and
col1ee;e adm_i_:nistrators to ev::J.lu1te the "seriousness of purpose 11
of the staff :embers healing for a sum.i:1cr overseaf;. If this is not
done, tLe c1·.elits or other rewards given the returning tr2.veler
a:ce gifts, based on 8encrostty r:1.tLer than profession.9.lism.17

n1,fa:1y people prep;:;.re for their travel ir;erely by buyine a ticket

ancl pack5.nr; a suitc2se. 11 l8

preparation.

Doctor Arndt does not asree '·Tith -~"nch m0ager

Be vrould set u:p rni:n..:um.1m st2..nd::;;.rds to be: met b.'.;- the traveler

before gilring credit for his tr·;vels.

'rhe reoui.reJC'ents set forth by

Arndt, are 2.s fol1oVi·s:

The traveler should be able to show some northwlri.le pre-travel
preparation--the reading of books, visits to embassies or conS1Jlate ;3, j_ ri.terr,r:i.ewE ''ri.t.L foreign students or excha.nge faculty
people--and g:i_ve proof th.c•t t.l·is '''as done. Nex:., the traveler
r::igl!t b• r·:::q1Jirer~ tc sh::i.r1:=o his e:x··periences 1dtJ:i tl-x' Echool or
corn:mt·ni ty upon return. A:i-1 j}Justrcited as::::embly program, a PTA
lecture, 2rticles in teac!:er journals, or even in the locoi.1 newspaper rd.ght suffice to prove thc;t the junket. -was done with seri01:sner:32 of purpo::::e and F~.s a meanin£~ul e:x:oer:L!c:nce.19
16Ibid. Also see J. l"r2. .nk l·fo.rsh, The Teacher Outside the School
(Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1928), p. lJS.

l?Editorial, "Tourism and Personnel Policy, 11 Overview, I (August,

1960), p.

52.

18Ibid.
l9Ibid.
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Benefits of travel.--It is possible that the first few weeks
following the close of E;chool rn2.7 be h:Leh.ly suitable for teacher travel.
Travel at this time may serve the teacher in three ways.

(1) It may

serve to c1e::i3· the teacher's mind of the many details of probleri.s ·Hhich
have arisen c1uring the pci.st ye2r.

,\ chane;e of scenery and associ,,_tes m2.y

shift some of the unpleasant details into the background, whi1e new a11d
possibly mol'C agreeable details fill the teacher 1 s mind.

(2) The change

of pace from teaching to treveling may provide the teacher with physical
refreslunent.
usual one.

Hmrevr:r, the comment

(3) JUthough

11

11 comir~e

home to rest" is not

m.1

un-

Tr2vel broadens one. 11 is ail old cliche, it may

hold an important truth for the teache:r who trcive1s.

Travel m'.iy be the

means by which a te.<Jcher broadens his h.'"r;owledge arid deepens his understandine and thereby in(:rec-tses his pote!":tia1 as an effective classroom

te2.cter.
'fravel, ::i.s alJ other me-3ns of teacher improvement, should be considered prirrE.rily as an
plE'e>sure a.nd enjoyment.

educ~,tional

The

desirec~

likely to occur whenever the goal is

acti.v:L ty rather than as a source of

cha.YJ.ges
.
in teacher· br;havior are not
11 a

search for pleasure".

'l'his is

not to say that aJ.l enjoy'<.ble act:i;,ri tie::·; are to be ezcluded ,,rhenever the
teacher is tr;oveli.ng for educ::i.tional purposes, but it is to say th;:1t the

benefits of travel Iffilst be consciously sought by the traveling teacher.
Surmner School
2£.Eortunit.ies i;:rithout limi.t.--If the te.qcher's tx-avels have not

been too extensive, lie may return l1ome in time to cittend summer school.
In some cases su1:1mer school. at c:t distant loc-=-ttion may be sandwicried betHeen two short intervals of travel.

'l'he possibilities for teacher

growth throuc;h attend5.ng SU111JrLer school 8.re

onl~r

1i:rd ted by tbe imcg;_r..ation
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and desire for improvement on the part of the teacher, as course work is
available in most of the areas which a teacher may desire.
The value of su.~.mer school attendance is attested by Capehart 1 s 20
listing of the most valuable aspects of in-service education and by
Burton and Bruec1mer 1 s21 Ust of techniques which were selected by twenty
or more schools.

However, the value or lack of value of tliJ.s ci_ctivity

lies, in part, witbin the individual. rather than 1dthin the mere fact
that a teacher has attended a summer schocl.
The a+.titude with wM.ch teachers face the prospect of spending
a summer vacation in attendance at a

Sllmr~er

school is possibly one of

the rr1-<J.jor facto:cs which determines the value the experience will hold
for them.

Many teachers may be aware of the part attitude plays in their

professional growth, but this level of awareness may range over a 1dde
continuum.

Teachers, as well as other individuals, may hA.ve a resistance

toward doing things which are not necessarily of their 01m choosing.
Their resistance to attencling a required SUl1'JIYier school was ope:nly manifested in Burton and Brueckner's report.22

It may also be witnessed in

many cases where a relatively low level of cha.nee occurs as a result of
attending surnmer school just in order to meet requirements.

Some teachers

may passively accerit the necessity of e<'!.rning in-ser;Jice credits in order
to qualify for salary schedule increments, but attendance at summer school
under such circumstances is in no way a gll"trantee that the desired
improvement of the te.:i.cher' s teaching ability 1dll take place.
20spears,

·~· ~· pp. 83-85.

21Burton and Brueckner, ~· ~· p.
22 Ibid.
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National Science F'ound3.tion Institutes

Full year institutes.--The Academic Year institute program for
high school teachers of science and Tll8thematics of the National
Sdence .Ji'ound;:ition is now (April, 1960) in its fourth year. In
1956-57, two institutes uere cor:i.ducted on an experimental basis, with
a total of ninety-seven teacherb takine: nart. In 19.57-50 there cJere
sixteen academic ve::::r institutes: in 195S-59 this number has increased
to nineteen. Thei~e are thirty-t~o institutes scheduled durir"g the
current academic ye::'-r.
The institute progre~rn. of the National Science Foundation is designed to establish sup"l)lement:iry trc:dning programs for secondary
school science and mathematics te.schers. The purposF: is to help
make ava..tlable programs j_n whicll. teacher can extend and bring up
to d0,te their knowledge of the subject matter in the area2 they
teach,,,and to make it possible for them to pa.rticipate in the programs.c.3
Summer institutes.-- 11 In addition to the widely cl-Lstributed acaderrd.c ye· .r ins-\.:l tute s, there were over three himdred srn:Tri.er institutes
1

and numerous in-serv~i.ce inE:t."i tutes s~onsored in

1959 by the Hation9..1

Science 11'ouncl:=1tion. 11 24

The ler;gth of the surrrr11.er institutes vary from six

to ten weeks in length.

In rare cas<"S the time may be more or less than

this amount.
Financi2.l aid.--The teacllers selected to at.tend the smnmer institutes receive a travel allowance wc1ich 2.y:1proxi1nates four cents per
!1."lle for one round trir from the teacher 1 s home to the host institution;
hohrever, this aJ.lowance is usually Ji2·::tted to a st: .ted naximum.
0

A basic

stipend of :~75. 00 per i:·rt=::ek ru d exenrpti on fron certain uni_ ven.'i ty fees ci.re
1

:i.lso received by the selected teachers.

The basic stipend is adjustfcrl

ur-

The acaderri.c 31·F;:;ir institute:3 ci.re often b:;.scd on lrO wef?.lcs as the
2 3~.lilli_J.!1 C. Lowry :ind H<>:vid D. "Redfield, nselection of .kadernic

Ye:ir Irn;ti tute b.rticipa..11t['> at the Universit:r of Virginia, 11 The Nathe;r:-,_t:Lcs
'l'eacher_, LIII (Ar1ril, 1960), p. 270.

participant receives

2,

basic amount, $3,000.00.

Simile.r dependency

allowances apply to both the suJTl:.11er 21vJ the academic year iEstitutes.

Certdn host institutions provide a supn1er,entary surnmer proe;ram for
~·Tho

academic year participants
exce1lencf: during the ye-3.r.

hc.ve m.aintained the required level of

Sim:i l::.tr f:Lnnncia] arrangements continue durinz

}L-2.ny deseririne; teachers r::ay faiJ. to apply for the academic ye2r

institute because they do not feel they can afford the loss of tlie cti ...'.'.ference
betHeen the stipend and their current S"'.lary.

Such teachers should give

cons:i.clerc.:i.tion to the fact that the stipend is often worth 20;6 no re than
Under certain conditions the ;·:oney received from. the ::otipend

face value.

is tax free.
Worksi·;ops

Tyler's definition.--Burton and Brueckner use Tylc,r 1 s early defin.i.tion of c. -orkshop.
0

The wo:rkshoy:1 is an <lrrangement -rhereby a teacher or a school official
may ':·rork interi.sively on a problem ;rJJich he hdnzs from his own schoo1
and may obtain assistance of staff n~embers of the teacl2er training
institution. Typically cc s1:umr:er-workshop runs for six weeks 2nd includes staff members .from various fields of :::tudy, ::;'.l.rtic11J:.r1y _fro:c1
the curriculu:1, student personnel, evaluD.tion, 2.nd adrtlnistraticn.
~Vorkr3hop partici.::i::mts interested in si.rdlar problems form small
groups, and thoy ''iork i.ndi.vidu"'l1;/ ::ith the guid211ce of facuJ,ty
1
1,r'
,-,.·~
h e 1p on p2.r1d.Ctdc'.1
' ·I·-~ ,,,~-·> d""'1"",..,
mem,)ers
.. no sire
i1.1.~11.-u ..]+·'
_.,_,_e"'<• .L'
i..11ey l.ace. 2)
J'.'

':forkshops in the local co:cm1111rit;t.--The i:10rkshop may also be con-

ducted in the loc:.;.J co<:rr'1.uni ty rather than in the clili vm·s:ity sRttiEe;.

In

t};is c:1se, tf1c 11ni. ver.s:Lty personnel who are t.' parti0ip.:'.te are inv::i_ted to

the sc<1nol 1·rhe,·e they are to :·rork.

');'

c..:'Bu:-cton and Brueckner, .2£•

"Tr·eni:1s lr~

207-212.

+. bJ?:'.

~'rer)aration.

The majority of p8ople in attendo:.nce

c.i..:.~·

of Tr-:.,:.:.ch.n1·~~,"
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cor:1MUHities g,re often invited to join the workshcp.

It is usual to limit

the number of outside invitations, but this lind.t is not applicable to
laymen of the local communi.ty.
The t-rorkshop conducted on a university ca.:11pus has a wider selection
of personnel and facilities at its disposal than the one conducted in the
local school.

However, this advant2ge may be offset by greater partici-

pation of the teachers and laymen ;,rhen the c·rorkshop is held in the local

c o:m:munity.
Activities related to workshops.--Capehart 1 s26 study, wlri.ch has
previously been refered to, mentioned f,<i.Culty ·,.forkshops as an experience
which the Oak Ridge teachers found valuable.

Other activities included

in his ]j_st seem to be closely related to workshops as the term
fined by Tyler.
find:

~·ras

de-

Among the activities wbich share this relation one may

(1) Sharing of practical teaching devices, methods, and materials;

(2) Help from. consultants; (3) Talking over problems lrl.th other staff
members; (h) Growth in the use of group processes of solving problems;

(5) Exchange of ideas c:i.nd opinions wi.t!1 staff and adrninistration; (6) A
sense of belonging to groups; (7) Having a chance to express my own.ideas.
Other items in the list also share tbis relation.

For example, t.he

v:.i.r-lous phases of child study could be used for a whole series of uorkshops.
Opport1mities for attending workshaos.--Data from the Special Memo27,
published by the NEA in 1956, indicate

that workshops held during the

school ye!:lr rank second amone the orr>ortunities for professional growth of
teacbers in-service.

In addition to tM.s high position awarded. for 11ork-

shops during the year, more than one school in five reported op:)ortunities

26spears:, ~· ~· pp. 83-8.5.
27Res~arch.Div~si~n, National Education Association, .2£• ~· p. 2.5.
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for teacher growth through participation in workshops during the sun.mer.
it is likely that some of the surmner 1rorkshop p2.rticipants were also
winter workshop participants; hence

t~ 1 e

data indicate that opportunities

for workshop participation existed in between

58% and 80); of the school

districts.

Do workshcps provide successful solutions?--The small group which
shares interests in similar problems and works cooperatively toward solutions
for these problems should enjoy a relatively high degree of success.

Shaw

compared the ci.bility of individuals and cooperating groups in solving cornplex problems.

She believes the following conclusions are justified as a

result of her eXl_::ieriment.

1.

2.

3.

5.

Groups seem assured of a much higher proportion of correct
solutions than individuals do.
This seems to be due to the rejection of incorrect suggestions
and the checking or errors in the grouJ?•
In the groups of the size here used (4) more incorrect suggestions
are rejected by another member of the group than by the individual
who proposed the s1.i.g ·e0tion.
All members do not coope:'ate or participate ea_ually in the solution
of problems.
In erroneous solutions (where it is possible to determine the
exact rJoint at which the error was first made) groups do not err
as soon as the average individual does.28
Solutions of problems in workshops m3.y not always have a transfer

value.

It is conceivable that a teacher may spend an a:nparently successful

period of tiPe working in a workshop ?.nd then revert to the same type and
f1Uality o.f teaching as chEtracterized his work prior to the participation
in the workshop.

Levine and Butler found "that once a eroup arrives at a

decision to act, the members, even though they may act as individuals,
281,hrjo:rio E. Shaw, "A Comparison o.f Individuals <:<.J1d Small Groups
in the H:i.tion2.l Solution of Complex Problems, 11 ReadinR:s in Social PsycholoP'y
,.,
E • u1-ranson,
<:!..
Th·eouore
_,
"'
11J
E
~
(
~
H'
e d , LIUY
i'l. 1 ew'Comb, and iueene L. Hartley lievised.
edition; J'Tew York: Henry Holt 2.!1d Co!'!pz:my, 1952), pp. 14.5-lh6.
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take on that decision and act in accordance ;!it!1 it. n?9

This seems to j_n-

dicate that a carry 01,er of ideas frorr: t.l1e workshor: to the classroorr1 is,

the same loca.1 school

s.·.:stei~

or pon c-i_bly

evE;n

fro:: thE: same build:ing.

Professional Organization Conventions
A stru.gg1e.--The attendance at conventions held by proff:s0ional

SUFL!li'"'r ~)Cf;oo1

of j.c'le2.s.

attendance or a worksh0p if the teacher so chooses.

There is Jj_t:_}e- doubt of its value w\;G,rc

tb~re

• I!e le:•rns that b- does not stand
in crises :-~11er: public pressure mount.s. 11 31

reactior. to

la::.~t;e

Bud.rm

is adequate

alor~e,

es:'.'ecially

In contrac:t to tid.s favor2.ble

p:rofe:ss:ional org.-.?.nizat.ir:in act:L vi ty, tlie fo110-1·iinr; questicn

is posed: · "H0t·J cc;.n

8.

p1ofes;:;:i.<1rl2.l in-group bE: .fostered • • • ·!ri.tl:out re-

c'hwing ·too drast.icaJJ y the ind:i vidua1i ty of tJ·1011c;tt. and s.ction Hhich r:iany
consider 2.n es'Entj_a] of l"ertllrity in 01;!" den:ocr'.<.tic li ~e? 11 3?

Holden continue by describing the diJerna.

Bruce e.nd

"In Riesn1:-m 1 s terms it is a

29,Jacob Levine and John Butler, "Lecture versus Group Decision in
Chane;ing Behavj.or, r: Grou.,..
"'rrj_cs: Reseu.rc:h and Thecrv ed. Dorc'""in
Cartw1"i.ght and Alvin Z.c>nder Evanston, IlJinois: How Peter2on ar~d
Co:111p:my, 19S3), p. 266.

30furton 2.nc1 Brueckner, ~· cit.

y:i.

152.

31 Wi1J_ia:i1 F'. Brvce a.r:d A••J. HoJ_rlen, Jr., 'l'he Teacher's Personal
Develomnerit (New York:

32 IbJ.d.
.

Eenr:y· Holt and Company, 1957), p. 265.
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struggle to get beyond being eitl·ier an

1

inner-Clirected 1 person who depends

largely upon his early training for h.i.s i\mdamental choices or an 'otherdirected 1 person who is highly susceptible to peer influence. 11 33
A caution.--Mu_ch may be gained from attending professional meetings,

but the individual teacher is cautioned to treigh carefully the details of
the ideas presented there before adopting therl as techniques to be aprlied
in his local situation.

Ready made solut.icns for local problems are fre-

quently inappropriate solutions.

The individual teacher must m::mufacture

the appropriate solution for the local problem; however, only slieht
modific,:ction of ready m.:ide solutions rnay tra.nsform them into a i:.vorkable
solution for the teacher's local problem.
Work Related Exneriences
,_
Source for enrichment.--An alternate way of spencli.ng the surmner
months, and a way that may appeal to many male teachers with he.J.vy family
responsibilities, is in a work related experience.

In this way, a teacher

not only finds a financial supyJlement for his teaching salary, but he
often gains valuable adoi tiona1 inforrn.sttion which may serve to enrich
classroom experiences for his pupiJs.
American industry has discovered th2.t through a program of cooi;eration
with science teachers it may· be able to promote the recruitment of
future scientific talent, and at th.e same time benefit itself and
teachers ir:. many ways • • • • Action taken by several industries on this
matter j,ncludes surmner employment of science teachers in the laboratories of their plants--in che~istry, ato~~c energy, and other related
tech.nical fields. The object is to j_nstnl a fascination about industrial scj ence in ti-:ie teacher who, in turn, can influence his students
to select courses w'1ich will qualify them for j,llcustrial rositions
which do now and will later need to be filled.J

33Ibid.

Also see David Riesman, Nathan Glazer, and Heuel Denney,
The Lonel;:c;owd (Garden City, Ne-:w- York: Doubleday and Company, 1953).

34 11 Industry Teams Up
(December, 1956), p. 143.

With Teachers," Illinois Education, XLV
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The follow:i.ng are among the benefits of a professional nature
which 3.re to be found in work rel~.ted nroerarns:

Keeping abreast of

scientific progress, oprortunities to use modern equipment and supt>lies
which a school cannot afford, trai:ring in safety and health prograrn.s of
:i_ndustry, ari.d the development of one 1 s sense of perspective.
America..n. Cyanamid 1 s Program.--.An example of work related experiences

is found in the program sponsored by the Arn.erican Cynamid Company.
The Cyanamid program gives so:u~e indications of uhat cari be expected
in this general area. Cyanwid 1 s surnmer teacher-employment aims at
three objectives: (1) giving teachers practical experience in actual
research projects; (2) enriching thei_· r teaching by showin~ them how
certain scientifi_c princip1e;3 are apnlied in inc~ustry; (3) boosting
their incomes • • • • One of the euiding principles is to place a
tee.Cher where he can do--and be done--the most good • • • Both
teachers and Cynami.d realize th t practical SUI<!.rr!er experience can
rarely be applied directly to a lLi..gh school scier::.ce course::. But the
experience has proved invalu'lble, say teachers, in illustrating or
cl3.rifyin~ points in informal class discussion.3..J
0

Teac11er Orientatior1 I·~eetir1gs

As September apr,roaclles,
for the ne1r teacheTs.

tee_ci~er

orientation mi=;etings are in order

Claude V:l.ck hc.i,s said:

:Je must do more than 1'ie h:we done in the past to retain the good
begin.riing teachers. They must become a part of the te2.fil which 1-JiJ 1
advance the goals and pract :.ces of education to insure that it will
be a more ·positive factor 6in making better citizens, a better nc:~ticn,
and o. better pro.fession.3
1

A well plannecl and care ~ully c2rried out orientation rro0raF- m:?.y

do nm.eh to bring about tho:::e

thir~gc

rdd eh Vick feels to be so import2_nt.

the philosophy under which t:-!e c'chool system operates, j_f this has not
3);:Teachers in Industry," Scj_ence Teacl1er 1 s World, II (January 11.+,
1958), p. 1-T.

J 6c1aude E. Vick, "Orient Your
XLVI (September,

1957),

p.

ll.

Ne11 TE'ac:1ers, n Illinois Educ.:.>.t:i on,
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bo::.fm r)roperl;;r taken care of at the time or ern.ployment; he should be i.nf ormed of boolcs, m;-iter:i.2.ls, c!.nd

procedure for

secur:i.r~g

sup~'lies

,,rllic;,

them for his classes.

~i.re

available, :?.nd of the

He should be assigned to

a classroom 2nd to an e:x;perianced teacher :Ln the same srade level or
same field of subject :rnatt.er.

This e:x:perienced teacher should provide

a continuous source of orientat-ion .for the new teacher throughout the first
~·reeks

of school; however, the eJq.10tienced teacher must avoid the develop-

ment of over-dependence on the pe:tr!", of the neu teacher, for tbis overdependence ·;rould st-Lf.fle the desired growth by the new teacher.
Orientation takes on rriany phases a:id :i.s dependent upon the prevailing condi.t:Lcms which surround t11e J_ocal school and connunity as to
"·~hich phas~~s

are to be emphasized.

fa.rni1i:·r 1-ri.th

t,~:e

J-,_~st

as the new teacher must

beco~11e

workings of the school system, he nmst ?.lso become fa-

miliar uith t:!-l.e COl'1!Ilfil:i.ty in wh5-ch the school has its setting.

Locations

of b3.nks, shopping centers; dt:f-cleaning establishments, churches, and
service stations are am ·ne the many v,1ried t'1in s a new teacher will
certainly rri3h to know concerning his new surroundings.

Info1·mation ,,_bout

doctors, dentists, barbers, a.nd. va:dous repsd.rmen will also be
b;-l the ne1'7 teacher.

~-·elcomed

Housing is often a big problem nl-D.ch i' ces new teachers;
0

hence all orient.<:ttion ·programs should m:3ke p:rovisi m for ej.ding the neiv
teacl1er in h:i.s

se~rch

for suitable housing.

Pre-Term Planning Meetings
Too often orientA.tion meetings of new teachers :2re combined w:i. th
pre-term plan:n.ing

me 0~tings.

It is a fine

W'J..y

for getting the new and the

old teachers acquainted, but the late date defeats the planning purpose
of the meeting.

If pla1ming is a continuous

~)rocess

in the school, then

21
a combirn.tion of review of earlier laid plans ax1d new teacher orientations
T·.r:i..11 serve a worthy purpose.

Post-Term Planning Meetings
Follmor:i.ng the close of school, teachers rnay profitably spend a few
days in post-term

pla~ming.

During thi..s period of time, while the events

of the past year are still fresh in the ll1inds of the teache1·s, the evaluation of the year 1 s progr21n should be completed.

However, since evaluation

should be a continuous process, a complete evaluation is not necessary at
this time--only a completion of the job wh.i..c:1 has

~'\resumably

already under-

r.;ray.
A scientific attitude on the part o.f the teacher:J ·will not permit

them to come to

a.'11

abrupt halt "1.t this point.

Follo-1tlng the completion

of the evaluCl.tion of the past ye qr' s T·mrk, attention may bE":· di . rected toward a program for the follrn. ring year.
wh:i.ch

~,rere

N?.tura11y, procedures and methods

profitable in the past may be contiriued ··rhile the u..r1profitable
However, new procedures and methods must be selected

ones are cast asirie.
·:rith the utmost care.

A day or so spent by the entire staff in the reading of professional
literature may provlde clues to 1·mat the replacPment l'l.ethods or repL::icement
procedures may be.

Teachers may report on new ideas which they hwe found

a-:;pealing in their re3.di.ngs.

.An analysis of these reports may possibly

provide the desired direction for the remaining proeram for the following

year.
Teachers' Institutes
Early history.--Teachers 1 institutes had their early beginni.ngs in
the first half of the nineteenth century.

According to Lins, thJ first

22

class of teachers 1

meetine;s now kno1,m as teac::ers 1 institutes was

Autumn of 1839 • • • at Hartford, Connect:i_cut. n37

Henry

')"

B,g_rnard~'

11

in the

was

chiefly responsible for org211izir:2; 2.nd fin'.mcing this early experiment in
the training of teachers in serv.i_ce.

Darnard reDorts that the f'irst in-

stit.ute was "composed of twent.y-s:Lx young men some ·:·f whom had taue;ht in
the cormnon schools, n39 and that the iristitute was established in order to

show:
t;m practicability of making some provision for the better ouali.fication of corn,1."10n-school teachers, by g:l. ving the o~portm1ity to revlse ancl. extend thE";ir knowledee of the studies usually pursued in
District Schools, and of the besi, methods of school arrangements,
instructions, and government, under the recitation and lectures of
exper:i_enct~d end 'iTe11 kno-w:n educators.ho

"The followine; year (1840) Brace (Frlncipal of

furtford 1 s Female

Seminary) had charge of a s:Imi1ar meeting for women teachers, again at
Barne,rd 1 s expense.rt41

Soon after Barnard's efforts to improve teachers

in Connecticut, similar efforts ''Jere rr.:.ade j_n other states.

Lins report.s th2.t ._r.

s.

Deri.:rn:m was responsible for the first teach-

ers' institute in t;1e state of New Yorlc.

County :Ln April, 1843.42
stitute idea.
1.)
18LJ-.'..!.

•

•

•

This institute was held in Tom.kins

"Other states rapidly took up the teachers' in-

Ohio had its f:i_rst in"titute at Se.ndusky from Sent.ember 2-12,

T "1
•
.1...0_Ke1-n
se Rhode Island held its first inst~tute in

184h.n43

371. J. Lins, 11 0rigin of Teacher Improvement Services in the United
States, 11 Journal of Educational Eese?rch, XXXVIII (M.:iy, 19L~5), p. 698.
38Ibic1..
39Ibid. Also see Henry B:.u-.nard, "Teachers Institutes: Histo:rical
Development in the Different States," _1h::eric;:,,n Journa1 of Education, XV
(1865), pp. 388-389.

J.~Oibid.

41rb·'..Lld

~•
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l·'lassachusetts held its first institute in 181}5, 44
first in2titutc was held three ;years lo.teT in

~,rJtlle

Pem1sylvani2. 1s

1848. 45

.tUthough institutes were held in other st2.tes before tJH3Y •;e:,·e
held in J.Tasr3acbusetts,

f1iassaclmsetts

was a leader in providine state

support for te2chers 1 inst:i.tutes.

a}':-,ropri2ted, in 18Lr6, ·~2500 a ye'- .r to be used by the Bo:lrd of Educ':ltion
1

to defray the exr,ensc s of the 1;ieetine;s. 46
$200 for each such mectine;. h7

The leg:Lslature set a Ji.mi t of

Stf:.t.e sun·-.ort w::i.s forthcoriJ.nc; in 1~e-: York

3.p~1·opriation rrt1c1_2 ir1

tu1der an

QXJy one county of Le~·r York •.ns set

,.

"1

~

Connecticut, al-

.,

though a pioneer iu the movement,

stttutes tmtjl

I ,.-..

2.t ::?60 per ye:?.r.4.7'

provJ_oe st::~te

r,o

104 { .-'

Curre11t pra.ctices.--ttT".renty-eie;ht teache:cs

;;eJ·&

in

2.tter~clance

and

~nd t' 0.chint; the common school br:1:nches. 11 51
0

t!:-1 the currert pr:0.cticefl :1.r1 Ill:Lno:is,

i.

-b.'
•ia..

l...J4t j_

45Ibid.
46rbic'.•
1~

41Ibid.
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J.oc.:J.. Cmmt:r
:::.

1~flg,1

S-u.pr·rlntc-mder~t.

oth=~r c~::i.y

onal neet:i.ng 1J_nr\i?r t.11"'-' cij_ :rcet.1J•n of the Illinois

Bi_i_rton 2.ncl Brueckner
bar~

oL' Schools, trldlc t. 1·;e

repute,

j

s~~~)',: 11 though

t.!1c instj tlite

is spent in

'Bduc:~ticn
h:3.S

A;:o'.:oci.: .t:ton.
1

nmr fallen into

t is Hith cap.:•.ble le 'c;.rlership, st.iJ.1 a valuable instrn.nlE~nt of

Teachers 1 :i·Ieetinss
P::tst and present.--Wi1bur Y::rnch siwJs :::. vivid descripticn of 'rhat

they should be.

In tbc pe.st., tc?;;•cbers 1 meE'tir:gs h::.ve br:en used for t>e pur-_r-•ose
of t.e11:i.r;.g tc2.chnrs ;;h.::tt. the princir;,;·,_l 1;~·nts done <.nd ho~·; he HE..nt:o
it cjone. These r.~12etings 1,rere ch2..racterized by an issuing of order·2,
:lrrLer-pret'.lt.ion of orders previom:ly given in Fritine;, or- : •_ naisc1;.ssi.o:-111 of TT'.l.YS tec,cbers c:in i.FJ[Jrove tte qualjty of child discirline,
P.andJ.ing of s:,_v:i.ne:s st3.T"'.'.'s, prepe.r:i.ng asse!~bly :programs, ope:rettas,
E>tc., etc. The "discussion" 't•W.s usua1J -rr ry_ one way affe.ir, fro!'~ the
princiy,a1 t.o the tee.cher, to be recorded in notebooks or scrtch po.ds
fr)r :f\1turi:· reference. Tf thA t::::cchers ;:<:.rt:tcir':.tecl .<:>.t .2.ll it -,;as for
tbe ·-1,rr,ose of raisi.Eg questions to cl2.1·if~,r j_nt.erpret".t:i.· ·1-·s of orders.
• • • Te.::.>.c1•ers 1 rneetini:rs sbou]Jl bP situations in uh:i.eh tl1c st'lff
meBbcrc, deter1'!.i.ne the rol:lcy ::.nc1 the PrQe;r"r~ oi' t>e school, Trlth the
rrincipo.1 actinc as di:cu:ssion Jca.dcr.:".:>
A chief

mean~;

of' teacher educatj_on in-service.--Faculty 111eetings,

dep,_rtmental meetingb, 2..nd grade level meetings are usual occurences during
the school

ye~

r.

:·!eber reports tlw.t:

Ho1ding s-t,2_f.-C' :~1eetinss is considered one of the chief mec_:_ns for
educ2.ting te.--,chers in service h;:r the schooJ.s included in the s2:111ple.
NiJJ.ety-seveE y;ercent of the schools studied reported that general
... staff meetine;s were held for the purpose o:f promoting teacher growth •
• • • In ne?.rly ninety-five percent of the schools the teachers o.re
required to atte:xl a.."!cl in eighty-five percent no efforts were made
to invite or encourage parents, or pupi1s, or board members to attend
faculty meetings. Administrators presided at faculty meetings in 82.5
percent of the cases, 1-rhereas tec:cCb?r:-:: presided in only 3.2 percent

52Burton and Brueclmer, £E.• ci t. p. 152.

53 Jilbur

A. Yauch, Improving HunJE.n Helations in School A&rinistration (Ne:-: York: lhr_;_)er :md Brothers, 1940), pp. 65-66.

Jf t,l-1t:' sc1-1c:oJ_;:;. In JL;.• 7i f:t:~r-ce·nt tc~!ClJ_t:;1'"*S occ2~sionallj'r' 01. . ·r~;a1-t of
the t:tr::e. 1icc11rJ.t.P ~~-1__ I111t0s '1re 1--~::-,-:;t o~f .f.--1.cul-~.~.r clr-;l:i_l)or2tio11;-:: ir1
on1::· one scliool out of four, n.r'.d in 0,11y o_·e c~,,;c ort of ten :s2
,_,_,,
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plar1s ~11 of tl·:e f~:tc1JJ.tzt r1e,ctir1Q:s, TJhe:ce:?..s 7/e:~_chf;~c-·.': elected b~r the
staff pia.ri. I:!F:eti11cs lr1 011-l~y- lU. 2 pe1~cE;i1tJ of the cases. Ir1 1.5. 8
perce11t. o~ trhc; f:;cl1001..s tJ:1 r:_~ :.-1r~lry~-~ IJ3.l s.p~oj_ rr~.:=; 2.. co~:nni ttee to r)l-:·-_r1
fo:if"i.11+-,r
Y•"P~.i..~1
.-,_e.:..~1
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. etinG'" are considered

source of i nforo!l::;_tj,on a1so :i ..i:1rJj_c.J.te1:; tl.'nt the staff

b~r

<J.

-

.•·--~~

Are neect'.:'. bcins rnet ?--Although st2.ff

planned 2,:1d co:o.cl.1i.cted iri

J, __

rm~etin._;s

2.s

2re often

marn"le:r 1:rhich :Ls not condutive to desirable

1:i.::Jci_nc; H, better serve the needs

:f::.~culty

nei:oti.nes is due, in r:irt, to the

12.ck of 11 attractiveness 11 o.r the

•
in fiany school::::, 2.re not

~oervint:

the neerfa o.f the t.e:::.c:1e:rs in an 2dequ2_te

__

r1anner.

...._n:.eetings.--.dow can faculty meetings
Iw"!reasinr the value 02.' facult;r
~

be r:13.de mo:-·e !:d.t C':1ct5-ve to the teae ~·:ers 2,nd consequently beC•)l':e more valuable to an in-serv1ce proc.;:cam of

te2c~-cr

ed;;cation?

:rill. be :more attractive the i:1orc it provides

~t:,_tus

Fo3sibly C::.rt1·Tight

:l.ncl recognition for

54c. A. Weber, 11 A Summary of the F'indines of the Subcor:nnittee on
In-Service Education of Secon.dary School Teo.chers, rr I•lo:eth Cent.r2_l Association Quart,erly,
XITII (Js.Jlll.::tr·r,
19h3), p. 282.
-·
Lv
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its members,

t~·1e

more cooperative the relci.tions, 'C'.n.d tl:rn freer the inter-

a\,....~t..: ()"'
Jlle 1156
-!~

·:lider use of teachers in tl1e planning an.d conducting of faculty

mE)etine;s 'Wuld nossib1y provide the

mew1be~~s

oi.' the grcrJ:) ;,rj_th the desir-

able d0sree of statu::' a.nd recognition necessa::-y for the rise in level of
Ho~rnvej_',

attract.i_veness.

the substitutior:. of

2.

teachErr or e·,1r.,n a. cor:D•rittee

of t8achers for the principal or suy-ier:intendent in faculty meetings wou:Ld
not immre the meetines becorrdng and rem:cinint; more attractive to the
st3.ff, for such a teacher or such a co.rmnittee could possibly become even
less democratic in thflir control of the meetings th;1_n the r:rincipal or
su· erirrte::'<lent hc d been.

To 3.VOid the development of committee domination

1

in

fe.cult.~,r

tl-;e 2ntire

mc;etings,
f:;~culty

t~1e

members of the co ''rrti.ttee should 1:-JEO elected by

for a re,13.tively short per:Lod of tine.

A period of six

.months on the prozra:m pl::u1niH£; com:nittee 2hould be long enoue;h to build
tlle status ?.nil recognition rn.any te:;tchers desire, and it "\·TOuld be short

encn1e;h to spread commi. t tee
:Hare

se1~nce

among a lare;e nuxnber of the fe.cul ty.

s11eeests t1ut:

As tJ-; .3 s:~.~e o.f a d5 scussion group is increased fro111 .five to
trrelve members, the degree of concensus resulting fro1ri_ cl:i sc112[:;ion
decreases ''hen the time for d:i.sucssion is li!:'_i.Led. • • • Because of
the large mrr•iber of members in a c;roup of twelve, ·::ach member h2_s
less time to spea2<. If on individual has a chance to e:z:press kis
Ot·rn ideas, even if they e.re not accepted, he is generally s.'.'..tisfied
with the results of the discussion. Consequently, since tlY: large
membersl:1ip have fewer ch<:mces to s-··eak they are lr"ss sat:J.sfied. An
additiorv1 ·:TCJY in '·Thich a }:1re;e group 1i:m..i.ts interaction among its
members is tl!:.:r.t :Lt increasAs the follo:rer 1s feelinzs that the :i.rtd:i:vic1ua1 1s opinions a~e :1ot irrport~>.nt r:i_nd therefore not north presenting ·t,o the group.j7
If Hare 1 s hypothesis is correct, t'nen the development and conducting
)6Ibid.

~7Ibid.

P• 517
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of att:ract:tve faculty meetings are next to impossible unless the school

is a ver-J small one.

Perhaps the faculty meet:I.ngs should be replaced by

a number of eroup meetings each of which hc>_s a reJatively smaJ.l mel11.bership.

This i:-rouJ.d serV"e to provide freer interaction among the members

01·

:the

teaching staff.
Hare's hypothesis is supported by Thelen's discussion of

11 least

group s:1:e. 11
The benefits of group di.scussion may well be aided by atteEtion
to the pr:i.nciple of "least eroup size" as developed in the theory of
group dynamics. Thelen indicates thG.t for each learning problem, the
group should be subdivided into the smallest sized subgroups that
uill represent the sociali5gtion and acb:i.evement skills required to
solve particular problems.
There may be a slight difference of opinion on the p9.rt of Hare
a.YJd Thelen on just how many teachers are needed to mc>J<e up a small group.
The consequences of group rnerr:bership bej_ng more than five has been suegested earlier :LE a quot::i.tion from

F...:::.:ct~.

Here are Thelen' s

com~:ients:

Groups :rn::i.de up of five to t.en tc'.'.chers seem to e;ive enough diversH.•r of exr,erience to function effectively in working on school
problems. • • • In the small group the individual is much more likely to feel a responsibility for a..n.d reap the reward of contributing.
Keeping do;.m the- size of the group rna:r he a very import2Jlt me211s of
keeping J!2 the benefits, both §?r the tee.cher as a person and for the
school as an educative agency.
Hnch attention has been directed to;v-ard group si 2 e, but there are
other factors r·rhich may affect the acllievement of the e;oals of group meetine;s.
11

One of thGse factors is I!ler:.tioned by Eoniitz when he warns that,

the attractiveness of "- group rnay be decreased if one has lmplnasant ex-

•
;.L
per-j__ ence..,"" J_n
--V• 1160

Therefore certain precautions shouJd bA exercj_sed so

c;s~ruce~-.,1-::.;-··t·,e·
~·.
·
"~ 1 ~c ..0_-' •. ri.

op
_.

·'•1.

,.1
p. 204.
Also see Ifo:rbert A. Thelen,
''Group Dynamics ir: Instruction: Pri11ch;J.~s of Lea::t Group Size, 11 ~
_S_c_11_o_o_l_F_.e_v_:l_.e,.-w.,, LVII (1-farch, 1949), pp.· 139...14G.
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th:c.t no mc,ubc:c of

~

group Fill ::mf.Z'er

embc~::c·assment

throus;h beine 8.[>1\Gd to

do sor1eth:Lne -Hhich he ls not qu·-1 l ·i f:l.ed to do.

~faen t1,e schools were asked to skd:.f:'• tLc r·ost promising techhiqu.es in
their schoo"J s :i.n connect.ion
U: er.!;"'lo~;:'u1c .Z:.:1cu1ty mee-'::.j_1,cc t_,~; :.-ro~
rnot,c tc:.:~el1r-·r gT Cir,:th, tbe fo1J .::;. :i. LC ~~,er~ J11ost f r·E;qt~_critl~r 1~er1tior1ec1:
(1) l1~vlr.i.c ~·,(:.;.acfiers ;)la.r1 fc~cult,y· n1es::·t~.r~ea, r~1:i.d (~'.)_.having teacb.c1·s
"-'Ork "---ith t'1e p·,.,in:3-1pa1 to pl··r· f·1c11Jtv mfr,t,·h.p··:;. Tri C0(1nect; on 'ritl~
'f.,1 c•1°';~~-·-11v:-~-j-,-,,~-~--;;-("
~,1~·:;t P~l'--:Lr;·U_:--,>t-".i.~C·l--e"-"
·:::e·-l'°:e- • (1. J~ .L: ··'-".. -C·].O;
-i11~-- -..1..vu
___ ,__ u- _) .....
_u
-..
.L _ ..
forest on the part of te&C~1ers, (29;;); (2.) inabi.Jj_ty to fi.nd m1.::itable
tiir1e of cJ.::.y, (2'7/0; (3) heavv tc£•.che1· anrf e:::tra-curr:icul:.:.r lo:-:d, (18;'.0;
of'
~ 1 ,.,~n--,..; ·J·,p· (l?.
(4)1 l:,ck
""""' ~ ...
- .f:J...L'-.. J ----·- v'
_,. i·;"'1
' •61
5

..,_"""'

~·

1..

t,11 •

•

J. .• \."'"-

,

__ o;,:;.--

....

~

JOI..·~

As suggested iri. G•)r;_nect.ic.r, ·_:ith

•\.l

fa~re 1s

1

•

\.

h;ypothesis, the fac1.1J.t.y

II L:!,;'.!];:: Of

inte:i:·est

OL trJ•3

part of teacl!ers 11 :.-:ou.ld hecome

l~ss

sE;rious if

tl1F

::.::er!ber-

shir: of the sn.:;.11 croup, t;rh:i eh is to replace tbe Jarear group, 1,rere restr:;_ctc:d on a basis such as grade-level, s-..i.bject-matter, or teacher interests.
It is likEJ.y that teachers 1i70l1ld be

t1e mu!:ber of t<?--chers which meet as
VE'Ol'ity of the problem of finc1_ing

_1110::.·r·

cooper:i.ti ve · --it.hiE a

<:. ~roup

<'.l 11 sui-tab1e

11 heav;7

of teacl er::.: 1'!;15_ch
corn-rrun:i.C~J.ti.:m

extra-c-t.:rr:i.cular 1oad. 11
r~1eet

if they

trou1d :nossib1y lessen tlic, seti::c:e of <:1.::.y. 11

u.::•e of nma.ll s:rov.ps c.rould not overcome the obstacles of
lo:ld 11 ancl

e;rou~·

H01-!evor, the

11 he~>vy

te:icher

Also, a reduction of thr rnJJr.ber

iE :-1 ['ine1e group would increasP the prob1e-::s of

:.unong the different groups.

But, these problems of cornmur1i-

c.aticn cou1d be cared fer, in p2.rt, by havine each e;roi_1p make tbe r!Ii.nutes
oi' thej Y- proceedings avail?.bl.e to all other groups Fhich nay be affected
Distribution of dup1tcat8c' coy:-d.ee of the n:tnutes 1.rould

6lweber, 92.• cit.., p. 282.
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be an ic'lt:·3.l means of solvine; the cor:'!mun:Lc.:J.tior. problem inherent in dividing
t~•e

faculty into a nu.rnber of sr;t>JJ.er e;roups.
~i.

lower li:td.t.--A reduction in the number of teachers uhicb are to
sor.-~e

work '>rithin a particular group may be o. cure for
plas'Ue

teac;~ers 1

meetings.

of the iJls T·Th.ich

The question arises--Eow far should the reduction

be carried out? .Wi:Jl. better results be obtai.necl if teachers funct:i.on as a
comnD.ttee of one?

Are all teachers 1 meetings to be disbanded?

obvious answer to the Ja st ti:.ro of the three questions.
evidence Hhich lends supTlOrt to this posi t:i.on.

11 1lo 11

is the

Sh2.i:·? h?..s e:x:periment-:i.l

She has s::iid, "Grouy-:s seem

assured of a much lare;er proport:i_on of correct solutions them indiv:i:.dutls
,,.,..,

cto. 110.:::

And, Butler and Levine have po:i..nted out,

11 th2.t

once a group arrives

o.t a decision to act, the members • • • take on tmt decj_sion and act accordance 1,r:Lth i t. 11 63

In regard to the first of the tliree c1nestions it my

be sai.d that there is no constant number ·which Hill be best in alJ. cases.,
Professional Reading

An individual or group project.--Professional reading may be carried
on

2.S

an j_ndividual project or on a group bn.sis. 64

In many areas there does

not sce:r-1 to be enough time available for teachers to keep up with the a bund~ce

of reesling ·i.::.terials which may be pertinent to their te8.Ching posj tion.
1

B<>.ker65 reports on a plan used by the Public Sc:iools of Austin, Texas.

The

professional reading problem is handled there by each teacher re2.ding certain
pocks and then preparing a '.-n·itten surrJ11.ar'"IJ.

62 uvranson, ,,ewcomb, m1c,
- , ur.a. rtl ey,
<'

"

63cartwright and Zanc1er,

11 How

ci. t • PP• 145-1L~6.

~· cit. p. 286.

64A suggest5.on fo;:- -r:r·,·f'r:~c:-·
post-term planrd.nr:, Above P• 21. · ,
65T. P. Baker,

~·

·1

reading was m2de iri conjunction uith

C::m the Principal Promote Profession-:>l Growth?"

Jfation2.l Association .::.iecondal"J School Principals Bulletin, XLI (i.pril, 1957),

pp.

51-54.
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'.i.'he smn:lc":ries ::i.re then Iitlm.eogrRphed and d5.btrj_buted to a11 teachers.

The va.1ue of professional reading.--The v::i.lue of professional
r,=-;.3_cline; ·1:..'.S indicated by

::i.

study

rn::~de

~ (..{..
by Hort and CornAl.L. ~ . . .

They found

t.h<J.t of 2, 416 teachers :Ln Pennsylv3rta, r11ore of those teachers h:•_d r;ott,en

tlie:i.r :i_Ae:is for chane;e fro!T,
:3ource.

profes:=d.on<.~l

2·c.::.ding than fror: any other s:i.ne;lc

Even t.hough ;:'rofession::.1 re::.d:i.ng rnc.y be of e;r1-::at

v:::~lue

to both

the individual teacher 3.nd to the sci 001, there is evidence th;1t it is often

n.e3lectecJ or cronled out by so1::et}:;j_ng else.
The princinal 1 s responsibj_lity.--Fisher assigns tl1e respo:r.sibi.Hty
::~

for

s11ccessful professional re;i.dine;

proc;rn.l~i

:::.rt:i.cle 1.lirected to ::d.rn5n:L~t1·ators he s ...,_"J":::,
dust.

t.h:~t. c;?.t;-t8l'S

11 If

In an

you 13ro:: :tnp?.tient :lt tl~P

on. lmreacl profc.ssionn.1. books ::i.ncJ. perioclj_c2ls, don 1t

bla:rrJ.e your t(::echers.
sponsibUity.1167

to the princiyials.

Ii'or this, too, is a part of your

fisher arrived at thB follcr(·;i.i1e

a&~i:T:.strative

conclus:~_ons

Th.lE't cl'..d ;:-.•ot nccrnm1J..,te on thP ·•rof.'00 ,j on::l1 bocks "hen

:ce-

c:.f'ter a

:~'r5_nc:ip2..ls

1 ·-ln,-:·,,l
·to (.,
\ .,,.,o·i•,-t
pP-1~
\.l./
j:! --'-I OPt ·ir1 .,..,"'.L::·r·"'E~d
J:-l _.,._J..L1 . ..- - •·f<>~ 1 -.-·1or·1 li·te:r,,i-r·,,,e
._... J,.lt,,.._..;,_
...
.fer teachers to reo.n, :.u-~cl (2) give teachers resp6nsi bilities fc r m..'.lint~c:i. n:i..1.1e; a l:Lbr:.:cr:r of' '·Tl1ich tb.@:' could be prour1 J.nr'l for c'..rculatinc
no:'iPr:tals imtort....,nt to them. Du

+,.r1<)'.1.;,,,_
.

·!·.5
v_ ..···'"
-

i...I..

·._..,0.t.-.~

--•-

J

1

Rea.din;;; h:?..bi_ts

o:~

ad1rti.nistr2..tm ;3.--In 01·cler for ::.:. principal to
0

,.,.
ClbAlir::e :t.toil, Ch;:i_nr,ing the Curriculu1n a Social Proce.::;s ( New York:
D. A.p:;::leton-Cet1·l;1_n'.f
.. Company, Inc., 191+6), p. 106. Also see Paul n.. ~fort
and Francis G. Cornell, American Sc~1ools in Transition (I:ew 7orki . Bureau
of Publications, Teccchers Colle?:e,
Colmnbia University,
19!11),
'"'
2n6
- ~
l-'•
•

67Helen R. Fisher, 11 iio~r to Gc:;t Your Te2. chers to H02d, 11 The
School Executive, 1.XXVII (AuJUst., 1958), pp. 40-41.
68Ibid. p

• 41•
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mateJ·:L::iJ s h::1.m::0elf.

If tl1e reading ho.bits of principals e.re on e. par

tliose of school superirr':.(mdents, then thG nu::-r1bcr of

d3.tion.s 11 wh:ich principals

r~ay rr1<.>.ke

11

~Ji th

'.Lntelli.gent recomrrten-

?..re rel'3.tiveJy few or so rrould b8 in-

d5.. catPd b~r :-~ rec.:;nt articlt3 tn The School :::Gxecu.tive.

The School Execut1 ve rAcently cocrrr1leted a stud~r of the rc:i/li.nz h~' bi tr.
s•f :::. selector: su:c_q)ling of school sup::n"intendento from all over the
Unit<d Jt:::..t.es. The study attempted to deterrri.ne the c1u2n:i.ty of proJ'e:.:...,l.::ma1 ::::..nd non-professio':l::i.1 li tP.r<:•.ture which i·!·'.'.s consurn.ed b~r tbese
JY1en :J.nd ~·:omen. It also tried to 2.scert?in what they read ::c.nd Hhat
irrrr)rAssed therri the :most frcr:1 their re .... ding.
The findin.s;s uere discouraeing. The qu:i.lity report.ed by the
superinLe21dert.s Fas far beloi:·r :1h2.t s·,ould be e;q)ected from a group
1r.i. tl1 a position of inte1J.ect.ual le2d'crt>hip in our society. • • •
Fo"r a r;rotlp ""·Tl1:~_ch i_s n.·-;1~r:~:!.J_J.::r cooiJGJ:':?_tive or1 in.c1uj_1~r stl1_;~l"ics tll.e response ~·r.:::.s eJ::tre:'cGly Jow.
~\111:::.t d:::i the results of this study reveal?
~·;e see a picture of
Onf! of tlle co::;r.m.nity 1 s le?.ders a1lowine; the pressure of modGrn school
(
o.d.mj_nistr:,tion to alienate h..i.m from the source th:i.t could >c~ssist the rri.ost •..>9
Derr.onstr:otion Teachine;
Te'O>.Chers are ex;.eriencing demon.str2.tion te' .ching
1

•·~henev·:-r

they

3.re act.i.ne; · o.s observ2rs of a class being conducted by an ex;•erienced te3.Ch-

er l·Tho is classed .:i.s superior in the

~)o.rticu1ar

field under obser-v::>.tion.

Demonstr:?..tion teach:Lng is oftcm beneficial to the ne1·r and inexperienced
teacher, or so tbe relatively new teacher g01.ve this impression in a recent
survey which w·: s conducted b:r the Research De1)artment o.f the Illinois
1

Educ~,tion Associ,,.,tion. 70

This same study also indic'.ite:d the.t all high

school teo.chcrs contacted :i.n the survey believed
to be a v2J.uabJ.e. type of in-service

de~'!onstration

teacM.ne

educ~:i.tion.

The value of de;'!onstration teaching to the observ:Lne; te?..chers may

be controle·::l t.o a CPrta:i.n

exte~-.:.t

by prov:I rliEg such te:,chers with pre-ob-

f:'f'l'"l!at.ion sessions in i.,rJlich they are instructed in the art

69w-11liam L. Pharis, .Jr., 11 Your ~~.ead.~.ne F.i.a.bits Ar·2
The School Executive,, LX.i"'CVIII (April, 195 9), pp. 58-5 9.

70

.

Research Department,, IEA,,

!m.• ill•

pp.

7-9.

o:

obsoi~v,:i.tio:n.

Sha~:ing, 11

Post-observation sessions in wl-d.ch the observers freely di::::cu.ss uh'"t they
ho..ve -::itnessed m:.w j_nc1·ease the,. value of the time spent in actual observation.

Visitation
Visit.,,tio:c1 is

clo~3ely

related to riemonstratj_on teachi.nc;.

Ofte'.1,

the t8o.cher, :·Iho is ,,._ttendine; a sAss:lon o:f demonstrcitio:n. te::i,chine as a..n
observer, is

~"atching

for o. specj_ fie nethod or techniciue.

In visitation

tfie v:i.::itor aoes not concentr:<te on specifics, but he g:Lves his attention
to tl1e entire procedure.

Visitation ma;;r be cnm1.uc'c..?d on an indiv:i.chl2J.., sna.11 group, <)r
entire faculty basis.
if full

hern~i'it

Some t;ype of report on the vi.d t is necessary

.:'rom the time spent in visitation is to be reJ.lized.

Pre-pl::::n.ni ng is .:mother requirement for succe:o sful visi tc.ttion.

Pern•i ssion

to v:i;3:i_t cl ·sses in :::....'1other school should be secured fro£11 the ad!:Li.nistre'..tion
of th:?.t school •.rell i.n advance of 'tJ1e day schedulerl for thf; actual vi2i t.
The tea.c: ier or ten.chers to be Visited sllouJ.d also be :marl.e 2.!r?.re of the
impending vlsit c1..::: soon as possibl<'< once t.hc permission .for the vh>it h.o.s

been gra.nted.
Consultant Services
Sources of consultant aid.--Consult'.lnt se:rv:Lccs provide a neans for
overco!n:L11e; si:.ecial difficulties of the teachers.

rrhe consultant rn.::1.y be an

experier:ced te,,.cher 1d.thin the schoo1 system, an ex:ner:ienced te;:i.cher 'who
is serving as a traveling consult:mt, or an exnert froJ11 a field outside of
education.

The stE. te office of educoi.tion is a freo,,uently used sou:::-ce of

consult::"nt 3.id.
The Brevard County, Flori&, Ex.-:eriment.--An exa.11ple of the consult211t frori, -i:dthin the system is .found in the Brevard County exrerimcmt
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wltli a 1:rozr2:1 ca.lled the Help:Lnr- Teacher. 71

Teachers, who ''1et certain
,_1Jnor1g

tl1e duties o.f the hel:·,ing teacher irere s11cl1 things as orienting nt::'' teadi-

The helr.:>ing teacher returned to
the cl::::.ssroo;i1 fol1o;rine; lrL0 period of service iE the ne.-r role.

It

~rac:>

be-

:md imderst,:nding of the tot'.11 proc;r:;y, c:h:icb wonld en2.ble him to lY morG

e:f'£\'ctivc in fe.cult:r 'rork.

Science-t.e::.c!dnP' consuJ. tants.--Durins; the ye,trs s:Lnce SputrLi.k I,

n::'.the1:1·c.tics s..:1d sc:i.f:nce on the seconct·Y7 level, as ·well as at all edu-

Ccctional levels.
co111tcrr<:i..rt of' the circuit rider of ':'J1other de.y.
period of train.ins, posro-ibJ.y s.t Oak Ti:irJe;e, rfo.ririe; t;·,e SlE"2n.er nonths, these

to seconch:cy schools.

Dnrine the brief ·iri.:::lt by tlie vt::::iting

The consuJ_ktnt arrives

,.:j_ t.h

tec~cher,

the

bot.Ii ar1 ur-to-cbte kno;·rledce of the

snp-cle: Kmt the me:ie.;er er::_uipmnnt. of tbe Jocal school.

I.f

:1; .-~p <::- tr
_....._
-··-','

ti-1(~ 10CJ..l

The School
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teacher becomes adept at mald.ng such adaptations from his present stock of
laboratory equipment, the visit of the consultant has been worthwhile.
Textbook consultants.--Textbook companies often employ constltants
which travel from school to school.

Laura Phillips, one such consultant,

has said:
One of the first things a consultant hopes to do is to pick up
and disseminate new, workable, and practical teaching ideas. • • •
The consultant can often give solutions to specific problems that
have been helpful elsewhere. Drawing upon her observation of a
variety of school situations, she can suggest a new approach, a
different method of presentation, a practical idea for motivation,
or perhaps just point out the relative importance of a particular
area in terms of the whole curriculum. The suggestion,· particularly
if modified to fit the local situation, often gives the teacher
both added2insight and a practical approach to solving one of her
problems.7
The Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.--The Office
of the Superintendent of Public Instruction is a source of consultant aid
which ahoul.d not be neglected.
It can scarcely be said that any one of the six divisions into
which The Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction is organized is more important than the other division• • • • The Division of Instruction provides leadership, and many direct aids to the
schools for improving their programs and upgrading the quality of
education for pupils and students.
GENERAL SUPERVISION
The general supervisors, of which there are ten, • • • (have
the) duty to evaluate total school programs for the purpose of determining whether schools are meeting the standards for recognition
as indicated by statute· and by regulations of the Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction. Leadership for providing
better organiza.t'i.on and improving instruction is the responsibility
of this department.

CONSULTANT SERVICE
The members of this group are supervisors, but for more specialized work. On occasion they may help in the general evaluation of a
school but their service is truly consultant work. They provide
leadership for schools when requested and undertake to help organize,
expand and improve so-called special areas not of the general or basic
nature. Their duties are to make suggestions and to give help to
bring the various areas to a quality standard which meets the approval

72Laura M. Phillips, "What a Consultant Hopes to Accomplish, 11
Instructor, LIVI (March,

1957),

pp. 19-20.
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and definitely much better than the minimum standards require. Consultant service is also available for school buildings, junior high
schools, junior colleges, instructional materials, and music education.
Those in charge of consultant services are available for help in
their particular fields in the way of conferences, workshops, practical
solutions for problems in the local school system or on the county or
state level.
The Art Consultant helps schools to provide basic art experiences
for all public schools. Loans are made to the schools for exhibits,
books, for courses of study, slides and films. The state art
curricular guid:! for the elementary schools is suggestive of creative
experiences. • • •
Physical Education, Driver Education, Safety Education, and Health
Education are closely interrelated and the learnings in these areas
combine to make an important and vital impact on the lives of children•
• • • The consultants in these areas are available for workshops, conferences, guidance, visitation and programing. Much help can be had
through reference materials, books, films, printed materials, and exhibits.
School Buildings present a problem to many local school district1 •
• • • The school building consultant is available for those contemplating new buildings or remodeling old ones. • • •
Junior High Schools are with few exceptions, relatively new in
Illinois. • • • The consultants for Junior high schools are available
for guidance and consultation both for organizing new junior high schools
and for improving and upgrading those already existing. ·••• The consultant can and does help adlllinistrators and teachers acdeve the objectives for which their schools were conceived.
Junior Colleges • • • Through reference materials, research and
and survey assistance, and personal conferences, the consultant from the
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction can do much to help
those communities where junior colleges are included in the total educational program.
Music Education •••• Teachers of music in specialized classes or
in "self-contained11 classrooms need guidance and help in coordinating
the music program and providing a proper balance of instrumental and
choral work. The music consultant is available to lend assistance to
teachers and groups of all levels. • • •
Instructional Materials are greatly diversified. All members of
the school staff are concerned with the efective use of all types of
supplementary materials • • • • Consultants ••• are available to work
with school officials in improving the quality of materials selected
and the effective use of them. Librarians and audio-visual directors
may secure various aids and suggestions from the consultant service in
the office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.
SPECIAL EDUCATION
••• Supervision of this program and visit:ation of classes is a
duty of the staff of snecial education but they offer much guidance in
helping establish and administer special classes. Staff members are
available for consultant services.
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
.
Voca~ional e~cation is concerned with eight different areas of
instruction, agnculture, homemaking, trade and industry distributive
education, practical nursing, technical education, industrial arts
and business education. Instruction in all areas are reimbursable'
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except industrial arts classes and business education classes. Supervising by the staff of the Board of Vocational Education is concentrated
on the reimbursable programs but they act as consultants on all vocational programs in the local schools and of the Office of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction. • • •

TITLE III
NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT

Title III, another cooperative endeavor involving State and Federal
aid, authorizes financial assistance to schools for the purpose of acquiring equipment, materials, and improved building facilities for the
subjects covered by this title. Improved supervisory service from state
level is an integral part of this title 1 s requirements. Consultants
are available on request for guidance and supervision of projects.73
Exchange Teaching
High potential.--Exchange teaching, whether it be between two teach-

ers in the same building or between two teachers in separate countries, is
a potential means of developing the good teacher into an even better one.

The potential for development of international understandings is unlimited
when teachers from different countries serve on an exchange basis.

The

potential for misunderstandings is equally as high unless diligent effort
is put forth to prevent its development.
Woodburn 1s discussion.--In Woodburn 1 s discussion of the teacher
exchange programs, }lath good and bad features of the program are aired.
The teacher exchange program has accomplished much international
good will and fostered international relations at the grass roots
level. • • • The exchange program offers an opportunity to the individual teacher, both American and foreign, to expand the base of
their experiences and to-, study other countries' customs, geography,
habits, philosophy, and other facets of nationality in which they
are interested. • • • Many of the teachers who come to America are
so used up by speaking engagements that they miss up to 20% of the
time, and even though they may not be absent from school, the
preparation for ambassadorship and their own curiosity to see as
much of America as possible, saps energy which might be used in
teaching or preparation for teaching.74
73Charles F. Carpentier (ed.), Illinois Blue Book 1959-1960 (Springfield, Illinois: Office of the Secretary of State), PP• 431-435.
74A. c. Woodburn, 11 Exchmge Teachers, 11 National Association
Secondary School Principals Bulletin, XLII (April, 1958), pp. 131-132.
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Koch 1 s answer.--Paul Koch, upon being appointed as an exchange
teacher to England, was asked, "What in the world do you want to do that
for--spend a whole year in England? 11 7S Mr. Koch spent nnich time during
the following year in fomulating an answer to this question.

Eventually,

the following answer emerged:
Just as the world has a pattern, so does education, it being
world wide. Fundamentally, education recognizes no barriers and
is, in fact, international; education, where ever found, basically
has coI1D11on pursuits and objectives. There is a continuity of education throughout the world. The concern and goals and purposes-all that educationentails,;...leap borders, oceans, all bartiers. Iln
the last analysis what we do here is felt there and what is done there
is eventually manifest here. This is the soul of the solution. Thi~
is 11why'1 the program of exchange teaching is infinetely worthwhile. 76
Participation in Civic Affairs
Become a part of the community.--Sister Sylvester Muschaleh
answered in the affirmative in regard to the question,

11 Should

teachers

live and participate in the comnnmity where they teach? 11 77
If the teacher is to give off both heat and light, he nmst become
an integral part of the community where he teaches. But how can he
do this unless he lives there permanently? If he does, then he can
vote for bis representatives in the local government; he can ask for
measures which will benefit his school and its teachers; he can make
himself heard where his opinion really counts.
Besides, to understand the pupils 1 problems A teacher nmst know
the community in which they live. When he becomes familiar with the
home life of his students, then he becomes far more sympathetic and
helpful • • • •
The teacher with vision nmst participate in8as many local activities
as his time, energies, and talents may permit. 7
Organizations and community activities.--Burton and Brueckner
provide an extensive list of organizations and activities from which
75Paui B. Koch, *'Why Be an Exchange Teacher?"
XXXIII (September, 1958), PP• 21-22.

Clearing House,

76Ibid. P• 22.
77Sister Sylvester Muschaleh and Jane Benner Helper, "Teachers
Should Live and Participate in the Community Where They Teach?" Instructor,
LXIX (May, 196o), P• 8.
78Ibid.
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teachers with the necessary time, energy, and talents may choose.
There are many community organizations and activities in which the
school personnel might associate themselves, Red Cross, camps, gardens,
clean-up campaigns, drives of one sort or another, councils, betterment
associations, health programs, Boy Scouts, Girl Reserves, Y.M.C.A.,
Y.W.C.A., conservation activities, landscaping, recreational parks,
playgrounds, art centers, adult education, forums, work projects,
nurseries, libraries, and better housing projects. School people • • •
should as a group plan to assist with community activities as much as
they can and learn in doing so. If school responsibilities are too
heavy to permit participation, the duties should be lightened • • • •
The schools cannot afford to be divorced from these community-wide
activities and cooperative improvement programs.79
Self Appraisal
Although many phases of in-service education are of a group nature,
there are others phases which are primarily of an individual nature.

Self-

appraisal.is among the in-service education activities which are of an individual nature, although it may be, in part, carried out as a group
activity, that is, a collection of individuals may appraise themselves as
individuals at the same time.

This type of self-appraisal may be

acco~lished

by the members of the group checking various items on a previously prepared
form.

Such a procedure may hold some value for the individual, but a

deeper and more personal appraisal of one's self in the role of teacher
may provide a sounder basis for teacher growth.
Chandler, a supporter of self-appraisal, suggests the following
questions as guides for teachers who may wish to evaluate themselves.
(a) Do I conceive of my work as an 8:30 to 3:00 o'clock proposition?
I know of no clock watcher who is doing a s~tisfactory job.
(b) Am I proud to be a teacher? A person who cannot truthfully answer
11 yes 11 is doing himself, children, and teaching a disservice by
staying in it.
(c) What have I done during the past three months, six months, year to
improve the quality of my services? A person who cannot list tangibles in answer to this question is overpaid at any salary.
(d) What contributions have I made to my profession in the past year?
79Burton and Brueckner, ~· cit. P• 163.
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A teacher has an obligation that goes beyond a good job in the
classroom.
(e) Have I consciously .formulated a plan .for self-improvement?
Benjamin Franklin's scheme for self-improvement is still a va1id one.
(.f) Am I contributing to community li.fe as a 8citizen? Self-rea1ization
demands that a teacher lead a full life. 0

BOB. J. Chandler, "What It Takes to Professionalize Teaching,"
The School Executive, LXXVII (December, 19.57), p. 48.

CHAPTER III
CRITERIA FUR SELECTING IN-SERVICE EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
Criteria
Important qu.estions.--In-service education should be beneficial to
the teacher, the school, the community, and most of all to the pupil.

In

selecting in-service education activities, several questions should be
asked in regard to each of the proposed activities.

The following questions

are believed to be among the important ones to be asked.

The order of

these questions is not an indication of their relative importance, nor is
the list meant to contain all questions which may be logically asked.

In

each of the questions the word "it 11 refers to the activity under consideration.
1.

Will it improve the teachers' abilities as directors of learning?

2.

Will it better equip the teachers for their roles as counsellors of
children?

3.

Will it improve the teachers' capacity :for directing extra-curricular
'

activities?

4.

Will it provide the teachers with democratic experiences?

5. Will it lead to wider participation

by

the school staff in community

affairs?

6. Will it improve the teachers' personal-social adjustments?
7. Will it develop more effective thinking on the part of the school
personnel?

8.

Will it broaden the teachers 1 range of significant interests?
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9. Will it aid the teachers in their acquiring a body of important
information?
10.

Will it aid teachers in their development of a consistent philosophy
of life?

ll.

Will it lead to the identification of existing school problems?

12.

Will it lead to cooperative development of school policy?

13. Will it encourage teachers to continually evaluate their teaching?

14.

Will it lead to satisfactory solutions of the problems of the learner?

15.

Will it serve to maintain or to improve the physical health or the

teachers?
16.

Will it serve to maintain or to improve the mental health and psychological adjustments of the teachers?

17.

Will it serve to maintain or to improve the emotional stability of the
teachers?

18.

Will it serve to maintain or improve the quality of human relationships between teachers as a group and other individuals or other groups
of individuals?

19.

Will it serve to maintain or improve the quality of human relationships between individual teachers?
Mll.tiple-facet subject.--In-service education is a multiple-facet

subject; therefore a mnnber of other lists of criteria could be presented
which approach the subject with emphasis upon other facets of the subject.
For example, the subject of in-service education could be cantered in
curriculum development, the point of view of other personnel which may be
involved such as legal bodies, lay groups, parents, officially designated
leaders, or pupils; or the point of view of state departments of education
or colleges and universities.

However, the teachers' role should be
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spotlighted in the in-service program of education, for the role of the
teacher is a focal point in the educative process whereby the pupils learn.
The questions which have been presented as criteria for the selection of
in-service activities are therefore questions which deal primarily with
the part the teacher is to take in the program for his growth or how the
program may alter, for the better, the current role he is playing in the
program of education.
Personal growth and group growth.-Instructional improvement is dependent upon the personal growth
and development of the individual teacher • • • • Teachers teach what
they are--they teach as they perceive themselves to be interacting
with reality. Consequently, to help the teacher improve in order to
enhance our instructional programs, we must work in tenns of changing
the perceptions held by such a person and at the same time develop
his professional skills, knowledge, and understanding.81
But, on the other hand, there are also factors of a group nature upon
which instructional improvement is dependent.

It is believed that an

effective program of in-service education should be involved with both
individual and group activities rather than with either individual or
group activities.
Supporting Quotations
Introduction.--Spears, Ogletree, Beasly, and Weber have done much
serious work on in-service education, and they have made some remarkable
contributions in this area.

The quotations which follow do not necessarily

reflect the views held by these gentlemen.
Ogletree and may also be so for Weber.

This is certainly the case for

Ogletree would,

11

shif't the point

of emphasis away from techniques and procedures and place it upon the
81James R. Ogletree, "Person-Centered In-Service Edu.cation Why
Not?t1 Bulletin of the Bureau of School Service, XXX (September 1957)
College of Education, University of Kentucky, Lexington. pp.• i?-18
'
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people involved. 11 82 And, as for Weber, he is primarily reporting the
findings of a committee with which he may or may not entirely agree.
Chandler has also contributed to the volume of materials on in-service
education.
Chandler:

Common characteristics.--

No snecific in-service program can be universally acceptable, for
local conditions and needs are diverse. However, good in-service programs h=i.ve common characteristics which are:
a) In-service activities receive direction from and are related to
the work of teachers in the classrooms, the school, and the community.
b) Teachers have a significant share in planning all in-service
activities.
c) Teachers are motivated to engage in meaningful activities.
d) Sound principles of learning are observed.
activities are an integral part of the school program.
re)) In-service
The in-service program is characterized by a variety of activities-both individual and group.
g) Activities are caref11lly and intelligently evaluated.83
'!J?ears: Principles.--Spears offers the following as guiding principles for in-service training:
(1) The professional training of the teachers does not cease as he
leaves the college for the teaching position. (2) Nor can his future
professional development be adequately served by continuous teaching
experience alone. (3) Although it is reasonable to expect a teacher
to guide his own future development,, it is the obligation of the
school system to stimulate the advancement of the staff by providing
opportunities for teachers to grow on the job. (4) These opportunities
when properly planned and coordinated can be called the in-service
education program of that school district. (5) The nrovision of
staff leadership for this program is a legitimat€ school expenditure.
(6) The test of the in-service program lies in the improvement of the
instruction and consequently in the improved development of the pupils.
( 7) The in-service program cannot be separated either in spirit or in
function from curriculum planning and supervision, the three represent
overlapping features of the program for instructional improvement.
(8) Although the prime purpose of in-service training is to promote
continuous growth of teachers, a portion of the effort represents the
elimination of deficiencies of thosg4who were inadequately trained
during their pre-service education.

82Ibid. P• 33.

-

83Gha.ndler,, ~· cit. p. 49.
84Spears, 2E.• ~· pp. 315-316.
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OSletree:

Obaracteristics of in-service education.--Ogletree says,

"The following is a set of characteristics which wrl ters on the subject commonly agree is important and/or essential for in-service education programs
(including supervision, curriculum development, and action research) as
they are now conceived and as they now e:xist. 11 85 The list was developed as
a result of an e:xtensive survey of all available literature which pertained
to in-service education and had been listed in the Educational Index for the
years 1929-1948.
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

8.
9.
10.
ll.

12.

13.

14.

16.

To be effective a program of in-service education nmst be planned
through the cooperative efforts of a central planning comnri.ttee
representing all agencies concerned with the progress and results
of such a program.
An effective in-service education program should provide for participation in improving local ccnditions.
An effective in-service education program should be so well planned
that the first activities of the year quickly orient and interest
all.:l teachers, especially the new and ineJq>erienced teachers.
An effective in-service education program should proVide':means·· for
utilizing tests as aids in locating problems for cooperative study.
An effective in-service education program should be based upon the
needs and desires of the participants as they see them.
An effective in-service education program should assist teachers
in locating, analyzing, and solving their problems.
An effective in-service education program should provide means for all
school persormel to share responsibilities for the program's activities.
An effective in-service education program should provide and encourage
the use of every possible technique of growth.
A well planned program of in-service education should ~rovide
assistance in locating, obtaining, and using new teaching material.
An effective in-service education program should provide for continuous evaluation and revision of its objectives and methods of work.
A well planned program of in-service education should provide for
the continuous development of its participants.
To be effective, a program of in-service education should be continuous, each year's work based upon the past year's experiences.
A well organized in-service education program should provide some
form of award or recognition for work done in the program.
An effective program of in-service education should be organized
in a way that teachers are allowed to and encouraged to try out
new things which they learn through the program.
The activities of an effective in-service education program should
'result in desirable changes in the total school situation as a result
of the continuous growth of all school persormel.
An effective in-service education program should recognize that
growth can come only from within the individual. The program must
stimulate the individual to desire to improve while in-service.
850gletree, 2£.• cit. p. 29.
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17. An effective in-service education program should provide and encourage democratic leadership instead of autocratic

dominat~on.

18. An effective in-service education program should begin with an un19.

20.
21.

22.
23.

24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.

30.
31.

derstanding of the participants and should provide opportunities
for each participant to begin work on his own level.
An effective in-service education program should provide close
cooperation among the local school, the local school system, and
the state department of education, teacher training institutions,
and other educational agencies.
An effective in-service education program should provide for small
group work. These groups should be small enough to encourage wide
participation on connnon problems, yet large enough to work effectively.
An effective in-service education progra.m should have definite times
and places for its meetings.
An effective in-service education program should include some form
of inter-school and intra-school visitation.
An effective in-service education program should closely define
and make understood its purposes, its activities, and the functions
and responsibilities of each participant.
A well planned in-service education program should be conducted
on a voluntary basis. Continuous evaluation and revision should
be made to increase tbe participation of school personnel in the
program.
A well planned in-service education program should include provision for summer work to assist the participants in their efforts
to grow while in-service.
·
To be effective, an in-service education program should provide
an adequate professional library.
An effective in-service education program should establish both
ultimate and immediate objectives. These objectives should be clearly defined and understood by all participants.
A well planned in-service education program should be flexible so
that it can change its objectives and 11ways of work" whenever the
need arises.
·
A well plB.nned program of in-service education should provide the
participants with opportunities for relaxation and socialization,
which in itself is instrumental to growth.
A well planned program of in-service education should carry on an
extensive program of public relations to keep the public aware of
the problems and progress of the schools and the teachers.
An effective in-service education program should provide fertile
ground for leadership qualities to be realized.86
In commenting on the above list of characteristics Ogletree ob-

serves,

11

a tremendous amount of overlapping and restatement of the

sa.me basic point ••• a degree of internal inconsistency• • • a tremendous emphasis and concern with procedures, techniques, or methods. 11 87

86Ibid. pp. 29-32.
87Ibid. p. 32.
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Beasly: Characteristics in common with other tyPes of education.-The most effective programs of in-service education have certain
characteristics in common with any other effective types of education.
Beasly says that the ideal in-service education program is characterized by at least the following:
1. An ideal program of in-service education is one in which motivation
for participants comes from within the individual.
2. An ideal program of in-service education is one which is cooperatively planned.
3. An ideal program of in-service education is adapted to the needs
of the participants.
4. An ideal program of in-service education provides for an interpretation to the public of both purposes and outcomes.
5. An ideal program of in-service education provides a plan for
continuous evaluation and8 ~mprovement of the effectiveness of the
program by all concerned.
Weber 1 s report.-A study of previous research concerning the problems of educating
teachers in-service revealed that teachers and administrators seemed
to agree that educating teachers in service is a definite responsibility of the secondary school and that this responsibility could not
be met by merely encouraging teachers to "+.t,0 1i~ s 11mmer school or extension classes. Examination of previou~ inquiries led the Sub-committee to conclude that other investigators had found that insufficient
planning, use of outworn, disliked, principal-centered techniques and
absence of cooperative attacks on the common problems of the staff
were chiet' reasons for failure of programs of in-service education.
The findings of those who h:td previously inquired into the problems
of educating teachers in service warrant the assertion that the following procedures have the greatest promise for encouraging growth of
teachers in service:
1. Discarding inspectorial techniques which originate with administrators.
2. Giving teachers a definite part in shaping school policies, planning .faculty meetings, and developing a program of public relations.
3. Devising ways and means for teachers to have a part in the selection
of their own leaders who will :preside over their own meetings.
4. Inviting and encouraging parents and pupils to participate in deliberations which concern problems affecting the child.
5. Encouraging the workshop idea in the education of teachers.89

88Needham, ~· cit. p. 17. Also see N. c. Beasly, "Evaluating
In-Service Programs, The Teaching Profession Grows in Service, 1949.
Official Group Reports of the New Hampshire Conference of the National
Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards. (Washington,
D. C.: National Education Association, 1949), p. 46.
89weber, ~· cit. p. 281.

CHAPTER IV
A GUIDE TO IN-SERVICE EDUCATION
Introduction
Contirmous growth in service is highly important if we are to
keep pace with a rapidly changing society and apply the newer methods
of teaching to education. Improved teacliing can result only to the
extent that the persons concerned (a) recognize their personal and
group needs and the problems affecting their teaching, (b) develop
some definite procedures for the solution of their problems, (c) feel
some responsibility for helping to plan to meet these needs, (d) develop some criteria for the selection of the problems to be studied,
and (e) share in the responsibility for e'V'aluating the program.90
Recognition of Needs
Faculty recognition of its needs is of vital importance to an inservice education program, for an individual. or a group does not make progress toward problem solutions until the existence of the problem has been
acknowledged by the individual or the group.
11

the

re~ogni tion

Bruce and Holden state that,

of inadequacies • • • is an intelligent step toward filling

the gaps in our training and experiences and toward repairing the defects. 11 91
Kurt Lewin has pointed out that, "an individual will believe facts he himself
has discovered in the same way that he believes in himself or in his group. n92
Queener 1 s example.--Queener cites an example of a problem and its
solution in his Introduction to Social Psychology which is helpful in
90staff Relations in School Administration,, Thirty-Third Yearbook
of the American Association of School Administrators (Washington, D. c. :
1955), P• 116.
91Bruce and Holden, ~· ~· p. 211.
92Kurt Lewin, Resolving Social Conllicts (New York:
Brothers, 1948), p. 68.
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portraying the necessity of recognizing that a problem exists before
progress is made toward a solution of the problem.
On a factory floor employing a woman supervisor, a number of women operators, and a male mechanic, trouble developed between the supervisor and the mechanic. One of the girls was supposed to have informed her supervisor that the mechanic rad refused to fix her machine.
The supervisor called the mechanic to ask for his refusal, and he denied it. Furthermore, he obtained a denial from the girl that she
had made the accusation, and both of them confronted the supervisor
with the accusation tha.t she had lied. Forthwith the supervisor announced her intention of quitting as did also the mechanic. This was
World War II and bad times for losing competent workers. The plant
psychologist was called in.
In interviews with the supervisor, mechanic, and 0perators he
leci.rned that there simply was not enough mechanic time for the number
of machines which broke down. Supervisor, mechanic, and several of
the 0perators were inclined to blame the ensuing dissatisfaction upon
one another's perversity, but they did also mention the real problem
of the mechanic's excessive load, and the psychologist connnended each
for this objective insight. Both supervisor and mechanic were asked
whether they thought it would be a good idea to call the operators together for a discussion of a way to better divide the mechanic 1 s time,
and both said it would. In a group meeting with the operators the
psychologist reminded them of the objective problem which they had
pointed out, and asked them ff they saw any solution to it. In the
course of discussion they agreed that priority in obtaining mechanical
services should go to the most critical machines, otherwise first
cor:ie, first serve. The psychologist next asked the mechanic whether
he wouldn't prefer to have this decision of which machine was most
critical unloaded upon the supervisor, and he said he would. The
supervisor agreed to take the responsibility, and in a short time the
intragroup problem was solvea.93
The individuals in the above situation were only partially aware
of the true problem at the beginning, for they blamed the dissatisfactions
which developed upon the perversity of one another more than upon the overload which the mechanic was being called upon to bear.

In the course of

events the psychologist was able to influence the development of their
awareness of the nature of the true problem through his favorable comments
upon their insight.

Once this was accomplished, the supervisor, mechanic,

and operators were ready for unified effort to solve their problem.
93E. L. Queener, Introduction to Social Psychology .(~ York:
Harper and Brothers, 1948), pp. 266-267.
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Intuition is inadeguate.--Proper recognition of problems and
needs invloves more than an intuitive feeling that things are not as
they should be.

An analysis of existing conditions, made in the light

of Burton and Brueclmer 1 s list of symptoms of teaching problems, may
aid teachers in the identification of their teaching problems.

The

list of symptoms follows:
Disorderly conduct of pupils.
Low level of pupil interest.
3. Poor group relations among pupils
4. Test results considerably below those expected of the pupils.
Excessive truancr and unlawi'ul absence.
6. Failure of pupils to complete assignments.
1. Evidence of poor planning for lesson by the teacher.
8. Evidence of lack of basic lmowledge by the teacher.
9. Emotional instability and physical fatigue of the teacher.
10. Poor personal relationships with teacher associates and parents.
ll. Limited participation by the tep.cher in school and community affairs.
12. Evidence of poor housekeeping.94
1.

2.

'·

Faculty recognition of needs may also be achieved by using the
school's objectives as a guide for evaluation of the existing conditions.
If such a list of objectives is not readily available, then the preparation
of such a list of objectives could well be the first assignment of a new
in-service education program.
Needs of Teachers
Personal and/or group needs.--Teachers as a group have needs which
are in a sense personal, but at the same time they may be collective needs
of the group.

Trager and Radle offer the following as a collection of such

needs:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

To
To
To
To
To
To

feel that administration is democratic.
be able to make mistakes.
be a part of a developing professional movement.
feel free to experiment.
liave time to ~sti;udy children and treat them like human beings.
have a chance to talk over problems with teachers in other schools.

~4Burton and Brueclmer, 2e.• cit. p. 321.
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7.
8.
9.
· 10.

To
To
To
To

have time to know the children 1 s parents and neighborhood.
meet and work with people different from themselves.
learn to understand themselves better.
learn to t.'3lk up in a group o.f teachers without fear.9.5

Growth needs. --Along a similar line Needham says, "Teachers have
growth needs which have not been met by pre-service training. 11 96 Needham
continues by citing the Commission on Teacher Education of the American
Council on Education.
Respect for Personality. Teachers must recognize the fundamental
worth of each growing personality as a member of our culture.
2. Co:rnmu:n:i..ty-Mindedness. Teachers mu.st grow· in ability to become
an integral part of the community.
3. Rational Behavior. Teachers mu.st develop the ability to deal with
personal and professional problems in a rational manner.
4. Skill in Cooperation. Teachers mu.st grow in the ability to function
as members in the group process and develop skill in working with
others.
5. 11 General 11 Qualities Shade into the 11 Professional 11 • The general
qualities mentioned above should never be minimized in planning
for professional development. The teacher should be versatile
in all areas of life.
6. Increasing Knowledge. Teachers IlRlSt grow in scholarly aptitude
and background. All teachers need a broad liberal background.
Skill in Mediating Knowledge. Teachers need to develop the ability to help children learn.
s. Friendliness with Children. Teachers :must develop the attitude
of friendliness with children but the attitude should be wise and
objective rather than sentimental and uncritical.
Understanding Children. All teachers mu.st grow in understanding
the implications of developmental and adolescent psychology.
10. Social Understanding and Behavior. The teacher as a professional
person must grow in understanding of the problems, trends, and
possibilities of society.
11. Good citizenship in the School as Society. The teacher nmst grow
in ability to .function as a good citizen in relations with pupils,
other te-:ichers, and administr.qtors.
12. Skill in Evaluation. Teachers should understand the technioues
of measurement and evaluation and be able to apply them intelligently.
13. Faith in the Worth of Teaching. Teachers :must develop a professional spirit that recognizes the greatness and power of

1.

95Kenneth D. Benne and Bozidar Muntyan, Human Relations in Curriculum
The ~en Press, 19.51), p. 292. .Also see Helen G.
Trager and Marian Radle, W.i..ll Your New Program Work?" NEA Journal, XXXI
(December, 1948), pp. 612-613.
Change (New York:

96.Needham, ~· cit. pp. 13-14.
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their work in benefiting society.97
To let these quotations stand without comment would be an unfair
indictment of teachers in general.

Only a rare group of teachers would

experience all of these needs at any one time; however, the collective
need.a of the individuals forming a group may at times encompass the complete list.

The list is given to indicate the multiple dimensions in

which an in-service education program may direct the growth of the teachers
who are an integral part; of the program.
Solutions
The California Statement of Teaching Competency. -- "The California
Statement of Teaching Competencyn98 is a definition of types of behav:tor
which characterize "good" teaching.

This instrument may be valuable to

teachers when they set out to determine the causes for lack of satisfactory
progress by the teachers.

The 11 Statement 11 defines competence of teachers

in the following six areas:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Learning of students.
Counseling of students.
Development of understanding and appreciation of our cultural
heritage in the students.
Participation in school activities.
Public relations between the school and the community.
Professional levei.99
Teachers who have already identified their problems may find the

California Statement of value to them, for its definition of a 11 competent 11

9ffi:w.. ~ 14, Also see Karl L. Bigelow et al. Teachers for Our Times:
A Statement o:;_· Purpose by the Commission on Teacher Education (Washington,
D. c. : American Council on Education, 1944), pp. l~-173 •
.98Burton and Brueckner, op. eit. pp. 318-321. Also see Evaluation
of student Teaching, Twenty-eighth Yearbook of the Association for student
Teaching (Lodkhaven, Pennsylvania: state Teachers College, 1949), pp. 7-11.
Infra, Appendix B.
99rbid. p. 318.
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teacher may guide teachers to solutions for their problems.
Small group meetings.--As has been pointed out in a preceeding
chapter, small group meetings when properly organized and carefully conducted may be help.t'ul in arriving at solutions of teachers' problems.
What constitutes proper organization? In commenting on the organization
of group meetings Ogletree has warned against,
cold, locked-step, organizational design • • • (which) seems to reject
the warmth of the personalities ancl the needs, desires, and perceptions
of those who will be interacting within its framework and upon whose
shoulders the responsibility for instructional improvement ultimately
falls.lOO
He would 11 shift the point of emphasis away from techniques and procedures, and place it upon the people involved. 11 101 His basic reason for
this is:
Unless the individual recognizes a personal need or value in that
which is being forced upon him, he will reject it and develop a resistance toward it. • • • moreover, • • • real growth or change in an
individual's or group's behavior patterns will occur only when an individualor group recognize:s or perceives in a situation or activity
an opportunity for greater self enhancement, acting or proceeding in
a fashion other than that which has been nreviously enhancing to .his
self-concept.l02
"
It seems to be apparent from Ogletree 1s arguments that the properly
organized group will provide for the enhancement of each individual 1 s selfconcept.

This may possibly be achieved through restricting the number of

persons which are to act as a group.

Such restrictions should provide

each member of the group with a greater opportunity to participate and to
express himself.

This greater degree of self-expression may provide the

individual with the necessary opportunity for enhancement of his self-concept.
lOOogletree, £.E.• cit. p. 32.
lOlibid.

P• 33.

102Ibid.

pp. 33-34.
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Hovrever, the opnortunity for freer interaction is not a guarantee that
the interaction will bring about the results which are desired by the
teachers who are members of a..."l in-service education program, for group
reaction is a complex .function of organism and stimulus situation.
In any case the social dynamics technique for studying bebavior in
groups offer very significant opportunities for self-understanding and
for the maintainence of autonomy of personal independence in thinking about school problems.103

§?ears 1 warning.--Spears warns against becoming lost in the activities of an in-service education program.
Teachers ~.ay become so busy in carrying out (in-service) activities that they ma.y not tal<:e time to determine if it is the way to the
goal. We need to fight the tendency for means to become ends. Study
programs signify nothing in themselves and should never be used as
antibiotics for school operators who are trying to get away from their
classroom problems.104
Ogletree's suggestions.--Ogletree suggests we change the perceptions
held by many teachers.
Instructional improvement is dependent upon the personal growth
and development of the individual teacher • • • • Teachers teach what
they are--they teach as they perceive themselves to be interacting
with reality. Consequently, to help the teacher improve in order to
enhance our instructional programs, we must work in terms of changing
professional skills, knowledge, and understanding.105
Factors which

m~y

contribute to rediness for change.--The School

Executive recently published an article in which some of the factors which
may contribute to an individual's development of clearer perception and
hence to his readiness for change were listed.
1.
2.

The list follows:

Recognition that new values may be absorbed without loss to self~
Seeing more realistically what one thinks he can do and developing a new concept of what he really is.

103Bruce and Holden, ~· cit. p. 282. Also see Gnle E. Jensen,
"School as a Social System, 11 Educational Research Bulletin, XXXIII (19.54),
PP• 38-46.
l04Spears,

~· *tt. p. 333.

1050gletree, ~· cit. pp. 17-18.
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J. Recognition that new situations can be met without undue disturbance to the a.elf-organization.
4. Identification with an administrator who is friendly, well-liked,
democratic in ways of working with staff, parents, girls and boys;
who is himself productive in the areas of his responsibility.
5. Awareness of disparity between earlier experiences and the demands of the situation in which one currently finds oneself.
6. Dissatisfaction with the way things are going, with behavior which
is recognized as actually inconsistent with certain aspects of
the self-concept although previously not noted as such.
7. Experimenting with new ways which bring success or satisfaction,
thus making restructuring of attitudes easier.
B. Experience which talces concepts that are strange to an individual,
and therefore feared,, and translates them into reality so that
they are understood and thus no longer threatening.loo
Changing levels of conduct.-..JJhanging from a lower level of conduct
to ahigher level of conduct is a desirable outcome in any in-service education program. Allport presents two solutions to this problem.

"(1)

Adding forces in desired direction,, and (2) reducing forces in opposing
direction."l07 Ei~her may bring one to the new level, but the two ways
are not the same. The first may result in high tension while the second
may result in low tension. Allport continues by suggesting that "a successful change includes ••• three aspects:

unfreezing (if necessary)

the present level 111 moving to the new level IQ., and freezing group li.fe
on the new leve1.11l08
Solutions and Finance
Expenditure of teachers• time.--Thus far solutions of teachers•
problems have been considered which involve time which may rightfully
106c1arence Newell et al. "Can You Change a Teacher's Attitudes?"
The School Executive, LXXVII (February, 1958) 1 p. 77.
107cartwright and Zander, 2£• ~· P• 297. Also see a. Allport,
"Cartharsis and the Reduction of Prejudice,," Journal of Social Issues, I
(August, 1945), PP• 3-10.
108Ibid.
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belong to the teachers.

Study to identify problems, of both the individual

and the group, small group meetings to solve these problems, and consultations, whether these be with a fellow teacher, principal, or consultant,
all require an expenditure of extra time on the part of the

teachers~

It is a debatable issue as to jcrst how much the school is justified in
involving the teachers in expenditures of extra time without remuneration.
Provisions for remuneration.--CampbelJ.has made a list of financial
provisions for renmnerating the teachers for the time spent in the inservice education program.
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
· 10.
ll.
12.
13.

14.

Campbell!s list is as follows:

Special provisions of the salary schedule.
Sabbatical leave allowances.
Expense allowances for educational travel.
Allowances for visiting other schools.
F\inds for substitute service to relieve teachers for conferences,
visiting, special assignments, etc., etc.
In-service institutes and allowances of time for attendance and
funds for consulting services.
Bonuses for advanced professional study.
Subsidizing of services provided by teachers' colleges for departments of education in faculty advisory service.
Compensation for pre-school and post-school conferences by the
faculty.
Summer wrkshop costs, both those arranged locally and those in
which teams of teachers work as a unit in university summer schools.
Expense allowance for attendance at state and national educational
conferences.
F\inds for publication of bulletins, study guides, outlines, and
curriculum brochures used in the improvement of instruction.
Provision of time for special in~service activities.
Provision for comprehensive professional library service, including
curriculum laboratory, current periodicals, collections of past
educational references and assistance in gathering data from other
sources on special problems.109
Board control.--Available finances and time are not solutions within

themselves; however, they are the two major factors which are directly under
the control of local boards of education.

In all fairness to the boards of

109Burton and Brueckner, op. cit. p. 532. Also see Clyde M.
Campbell (ed.), Practical Applic1tions of Democratic Administration
(New York: Harper, 1952).
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education, it must be aclmowledged that their control of these two elements is restricted by forces outside the school.
'Which Problems Are to Be Studied?
Classitying problems.--A study of existing conditions within
a school will lead to a variety of teacher problems in most schools.
A listing should be made of the problems which come to light under an
analysis of existing conditions.

After sufficient time has elapsed to

allow the teachers to regain their perspective, the listing of the problems should be reviewed.

The purpose of this review is to clarify

and to classify the statements of the problems.

Relatively broad

titles should be used for this classification of the problems.

These

broad areas may provide natural lines of division of the faculty into
small groups.

Each of the small groups should plan to solve the prob-

lem of its major classification.

In so doing, it is possible that

part of the original problems will be solved.

The solution of origin-

al problems will only be incidental to the work tat.Yard a solution of
the major problem; nevertheless, this side benefit is not to be totally
disregarded.

&ny of the problems of the orginal list can be fitted into
one or more of the following categories:
1.

.An appraisal of the educational product.

2.

A diagnosis of learning difficulties.

3. A study of instruction.

4.

A study of the curriculum.

5.

A study of materials and resources.

6.

A study of the socio-physical environment.

7. A study of the teachers' well-being.
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Personal well-being versus professional development.--Any one of
the first six classifications is an appropriate small group problem.

Re-

sults of a survey of the Public Senior High Schools of India.na.110 indicate
that in-service education programs are over emphasising well-being of the
individual teachers at the expense of professional competency.

11

The

most widely used techniques of in-service education were related to teacher
welfare. 11111 And,

11

The emphasis of the in-service education was --on the

well-being of the individual teacher rather than the improvement of the
professional competency of teachers. ull2

Taylor lists the foregoing as

among the important conclusions dra'Wll from the results of the previously
mentioned survey.
The infonnation for the survey was collected by a check list
questionaire and was limited to those activities in which teachers participate during the school day.

In summing up the study, Taylor said:

Growth in service is a concept which goes with true professiona.1ization. Society expects the professional person to keep abreast of
his speciality and he is judged by his knowledge of developments in
his field. In-service teacher education programs in Indiana were
found to be concerned largely with the personal welfare of the in~
dividual teacher rather than with his professional growth. If teaching is to achieve the status of a profession, there is need for e!l!Phasis
of in-service teacher education to be put on pro£essional growth.113

An Outline for the Group Attack
Problems of interest.--If group action is to be successful, the
llOBob L. Taylor, "Professional Growth-An Aim of In-Service Education," Educational Administration and Supervision, XL.IV (November,

1958), PP• 349-352.
111Ibid. p•

350.

ll 2Ibid.
ll3~. PP• 351-352.
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group must be presented with a problem in which members of the group are
vitally interested.

The group nmst also be deeply interested in the

solution of the problem.

The solution should hold a promise of a more

enjoyable life for the members of the group.
Expression of

views.--A~er

the presentation of the problem, all

group members should offer his or her views on the problem.

The problem

should be viewed from every conceivable angle in order to understand all
of its ramifications.
this point.

Care must be exercised by the discussion leader at

The group mst not be pennitted to wander too far astray

from the central thought of the problem at hand.
Tenative solutions and experiments.--After the problem has been
viewed from all angles by the group, the members of the group should be
requested to propose a number of tenative solutions for the problem.

The

tenative solutions should be recorded on a chalkboard for all members of
the group to see.

An attempt should be made to select the most promis-

ing of the tenative solutions.

This attempt 'Will involve a careful

evaluation of each of the rroposals.

Once the selection has been made,

the group should experiment with the solution to see if it will work.
Following a period of extensive experimentation, the results of the experiments should be re:_norted to the group.
to evaluate the reported results.

It is necessary at this time

On the bB.sis of this evaluation, the

solution may be adopted by the group.

However, it may be that upon

hearing the report, the group may wish to modify the proposal and conduct more experiments before accepting the solution as a satisfactory one.
A third pos!.!UiUity is that the group may wish to discard the proposal
and begin anew with some other.

Both of the 1a tter possibilities will en-

tail additional eX!Jerimentation ;:ind evaluation.
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}fechanics.--In order to provide continuity to a series of group
meetings, it is necessary that a nerson be appointed by the group to
keep a written record of the proceedings and to prepare mimeographed summaries of previous actions.

Distribution of these summaries will speed

the process of getting the succeeding meetings under way.
Continuous evaluation of group meeting progress--having each
group member rate the value of the current meeting, for example, is important.

A five point scale which ranges from a low of 11 no value" to a

high of 11very valuable 11 may be checked by each member of the group and
given to the group secretary at the close of each session.

The sec-

retary may compute the mean of the ratings and report this mean to the
group at the next meeting.

A graphical record of the group's reaction

to the meetings may serve to guide the leader in his choice of methods
for conducting future meetings.
connnents and suggestions.

The rating blank may have space for

Whenever comments are made on the rating

blank, the blank should be returned without a signature.

No value is

attaci-,ed to he,ving tl'le blanks signed; hence the omission of the signatures

in all cases is acceptable.

CHAPTER V

OONCLUSIONS
other Methods of In-Service Education
Thus far the small group study of problems has been stressed as
the means of growth for the teachers in an in-service education program.
What about other activities?

Are they to be totally disregarded?

ii.re

tlley to be treated as lacking in value for the in-service education program?
The reply to the last two questions is "no;" while the anS"wer to the first
is less direct.
Duty of the principal.--It is the duty of the principal, in a
democr;:i.tic setting, to keep the faculty aware of the many different ways
of improving the total school program.

He must encourage faculty partici-

pation in those activities which serve the improvement cause; however, the
teachers must select the in-service activities in which they desire to participate.

In individual cases where there is evidence of teaching dif-

ficulty and the teacher having the difficulty is not attempting to correct
the situation, it becomes the duty of the principal to have a
that particular teacher.

c~nference

with

The conference should serve to acquaint the

teacher with his problem as seen by the principal and to inform the teacher
of the principal' s desire to help him find a solution for htS. problem.
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Keeping the Faculty Aware
Concern for om1 . growth. --Although it is the principal' s duty to
keep the f,"l_culty aware of ways to improve the school and themselves, how can
the principal successfully do this?
concerned with his own growth as

.1.

The principal, first of all, nmst be
professional person.

11

The principal who

is enthusiastic and continually seeks new ways for doing his mm job naturally provides inspiration for staff members to do likewise. 11 ll4 The
practice of the concent of friendliness and helpfulness, by the principal,
will do much to promote professional growth.
School executives have no more responsible task than th9.t of promoting growth in the personnel. But • • • resoonsibility for the profitableness of in-service efforts is widely distributed. It is not one
which must be acquired in the first instance by the school executive and
at a later date by other members of the professional staff. It can be
acquired graduallY. a§ classroom teachers and school executives attempt
to learn together.11~
Validation of In-Service Education
Growth of the individual teacher begins with his awareness of
certain needs or inadequacies and with his attempt to meet or satisfy these
needs or inadequacies.

The final measure of the extent to which these needs

have been met must not be based upon an intuitive feeling of self-satisfaction
on the P"rt of the teacher.

The teacher may have acquired this :feeling of

self-satisfaction without reaching an adequate level of growth needed for
inspiration of gr01vth in the pupils.

Hence, the final measure of whether or

not the felt needs of the teacher have been adequately meet is dependent upon
the level of resulting pupil growth for its validation.

114H. E. Jones, "How Gan the Principal Promote Professional Growth?"
National Association Secondary School Principals Bulletin, XLII (April, 1958),
P•

56.

--

115Prall and Cushman, oo. cit. P• 31.
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Swmnary
The tollowing statements are presented as characteristics of a
good in-service education program:
1.

The activities which make up an in-service education program are selected through democratic interaction of the educational personnel
of each building.

"If children are to be provided experiences that

develop democratic qualities, they must be guided by teachers who are
themselves sympathetic and Skilled in such experiences. 11116

2.

All participation in in-service educational activities is voluntary.

3. The principal is responsible for conducting himself so as to maintain
a democratic atmosphere in the school once it is established.

4.

The principal is responsible for making initial moves toward the
establishment of a democratic setting in the school.

5.

The needs of the pupils give direction to an in-service education program.

6.

In-service education will benefit the comnmnity, the school, the
teachers, and the pupils.

7.

A comprehensive in-service education program will permit an interchange
of the words 11it 11 and 11will 11 in each of the nineteen criteria.117

8.

Pupil growth is the

vali~tion

116Ya.uch, 2!?.• cit. p. 10.
117Qe_. cit. pp.

40-hJ..

.t'or in-service education.
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Conferences.....meetings of a group of teachers to find a solution to a specific
problem and thereby improve instruction or service.
Consultant servicos--aid frori some source outside the school system to help
a teacher, or teachers, improve in a specific phase of instruction or
pupil services.
Correspondence, evening, or extension courses--courses taken primarily for
the improvement of instruction; eur-ain.g of credit toward a degree or
a salary increment w..ay be incidental.
Derionstration teaching--a demonstration in actua.1 classroom situation by an
individual skilled in teaching a particular subject or grade level.
Exchange tcaching--te3chers exchanging classes temporarily to broaden their
experitences and thereby improve instruction.
Fxhibits--collections of materials to convey a particular idea or to furnish
information in a particular area.
Experimentation--research done or in progress, new methods tried; or new
material used in order to find ways itistruction or services can be i.mproved.
Fac:.1lty meetings--meetings when specific problems are constructively discussed
in order to find a solution and i.~prove instruction or pupil services.
Intervi.sitat.ion--teachers visiting other classes or other systems while
classes are in session, specificially to get new ideas for improvement of instruction.
Institutes--meetings called by the county superintendent, designed for educational and instructional improvement as provided by the School Code.
I.ectures--Presentations by someone outside the district on a topic that is
related to improvement of inatruction or services to pupils.
Professional meetings--teachers attending formal meetingson county, district,
state, or national level designed to improve professional attitudes and
competencies.
Professional organization service--giving a teacher time to serve a pro. fessional organization, or attend a convention as a delegate.
Work related experiences--teachers working during the summer at a job related to their field of instruction whereby they can obtain helpful information.
Supervision of student te~chers--teachers given the responsibility of supervlsing the activities of student teachers brought into the system.
Teacher orientation activities--specifica.lly designed to orient imexp'erienced
teachers, or to acquaint experienced tea<!hers with new procedures, and
thereby :improve instruction,

71
Teacher self-ovaluation--utilization of a check list, or similar device,
whereby the teacher can privately, or in a group, evaluate bis 01m
teaching.
of such a nature that the tencher can obtain information and
ideas that will help him in his instruction.

Travel--tr~vel

Workshops-usually short term intensive activities in which a formally organized group works on specific problems in a specific area of instruction
or service for the pupil.
Preparation and evaluation of instructional materials--activities b~ 1 formal,
select. group interested in a specific area of instruction. Usu~ 1.ly of
longer duration than a workshop and involves fewer peor1r;.

Supervisory program--v":i..sitation or consultation hith a teacher by a person
specifically trained in supervision of instruction. Activities may be
initiated by eit.her the supervisor or the teacher.

AP~NDIX
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The competent teacher:
1.

Provides f c<' the learning students.
l.J Uses psychological principl0s of learning.
1.11 Uses effective an continuing motivation.
l.1Jl Recognizes and makes use of tl:.e interests, abilities,
and needs of the students.
1.1:1·2 Gses the experiences of the students and draws upon life
situations and the interests inherent in subject matter.
1.12 I'rovides varied learning experiences.
1.13 Uses a vari':ty of teaching procedures, such as discussion,
review, etr~, effectively.
1.14 Plans cooperatively with students.
Uses principles of child growth and development in lea!'ning situ~tions.
1.21 Provides for differentiated activities and assigrmlEmts to meet
the needs an0. abilities of tht? students.
1.22 Knows the health (mental and physical) status o.f his students
and adapts activities to their needs.
Maintains an atmosphere in the classroom that is conducive to learning and is marked by a sense of balance between freedon ~d securitY•~
1.31 ¥~intains an effective working situation.
1.32 Helps students increasingly to assume leadership a.."ld responsibility.
1 • .33 P:::·cvides opportunities for students to cooperate and to exercise leadership in actiirities of la:·ge and small groups.
l.JL. Provides opportunities for expression of independent and
critical thoughts 1.dth emphasis on freedon of expression and
openmindecness.
Plans effectively.
l.hl Aids the studnets to define worthwhile otjectives for large
units, daily class work, and special class activities.
1.42 Organizes his teaching well by choosing wisely learnin;:; experiences, subject matter content, and materials of instruction.
1.43 Selects and uses a ·wide variety of materials 0f insb~u.ction
(~. books, phamplets, films, bulletinboards,, • • • '.
1.L4 Uses resources of the: "' 1~ 1 -'.'-101 library a..'1d the c-:.;>.tm::1ity.
Uses varied teaching procedures.
1 • .51 Uses teaching proc3cures (such as group reporting, discussion ;
planning with pupi1s) designed to achieve desired purposes in
teaching.
1.52 Builds effectively upon the students participation in class
activities.
1.53 Develops study sk::: ., 1_ ·Of students.
1.54 Stimulates creative activlties of students.
1 ......=5 Aids the students to evaluate their O".Jn achievements •
1.6 Uses diagnostic and remedial procedures effectively.
1. 61 Is familiar wi t:h. crnn.'11.on diagnostic tests in his own and re ..
1.::ltcd fields.
1.62 Constructs, adntl.nisters, and inte:-prets diagnostic tests.
1.63 Uses othe appropriate diagnostic procedure3.
1. f.)-! Plans an& uf!:es remedio.1 procedures.
1.7 Uses adeq·uate proced'Ll.res for evaluating Lhe &chievement .of ~~tudentt,
1.71 Uses informal evaluation procedures (anecdotal record, interview,, questionaire) for collecting and interpreting needed in~
formation.

...,,_
l

LJ.

1.72 Ur,es standard achievement tests.
1.721 Is fruniliar with the more common ones in his field.
1.722 Selects, administi:irs, and interprets the results of
tests a.nd uses them in planning.
1.73 Uses t~achcr made teats.
1. 731 Com~tructs approp::·iate tests skillfully.
1.732 Interprets the rC>Sults and uses thom in planning.
1. 74 'Ke<?ps accurate and ade-·L<:ite records, ~· ca.se studies, cu.m.ulat.ive records.
l. 75 ~fak·:rn effective reports to students and parents concerning the
progr'.1ss of th~ stJ.:1.ents in their growth.
Ma."1.a.ges the class effectively.
J.~ 81 Plsr.~ c.::. tlsi'aG :0ry l"'ou tine for handli..'1.g of ma t.erials, :.:;q ul.pment, and supplies.
1.32 Uses own and pupil's time effectively.
1.83 Is att'.mtive to th13 physic.al ooll being o.f r'..uJents in suc'.1
matters as heating, lighting, venelo.tion., a..11d sea·liing.
2.

Counsels and guides students wisely.
2.1 Use~1 sound psychologi~al principles concerning the g:;.... owth and develop..

ment of children in guiding individuals and gr0ups.
2.11 'Maint:"1.ins obj3ctivity when deuling wit:1 berm-rior tl'la.t is agressive a.'1.d abno:cmal.

2.12 Is syn:pat:1eti:: with and sent1itive to students• persc•nal ar:.<l
0ocial proL:,ms as well as their acade::-iic n'3eds.

2.13 P':nl:·3s

adjustr•H::!·• t3 in the curriculum and c H·wr requirenants
in light of pupils' needs.
2.14 Secures sufficient rapport with stu.dents so they come to him.
2. 2 Maint.aino ef.fec"':.i•:c relationships wit.h parents.
2.21 Explains the needs, abilities., interests., and problems of
the student to t1heir parents.
2.22 Obtains cooperation from parents in helping students with
their problems.
2.J Collects and uses significant cou.~seling data.
2.Jl .Administers aptitude tests and intelligence tests.
2.J2 Interprets t~e results of such tests.
2.33 UseG results collect'9d in cou.'1.seling with students.
2. 31~ Keeps researdh suit.able for guid.:::nua.
2.l+ Uses suitable counscling procedures.
2.5 Maintains appropriate relations with guidance specialists, recognizing
their role, a.'l'lcl the 1.i.:nitations of his own skill and abilities.

3. Aids students to understand and appreciate our cultural heritage.
3.1 Organizes the classroom for effective democratic liv-ing.
3.2 Directs i~dividuals and groups to significant life applications of

3.4

classroom learnings.
J.21 Uses subject fields to develop understanding of social., econc!llic,
and political problems.
3.22 Develops an undorstanding of wide significance of various
fields of subject mat.i-cr.
Draws on his own background of experiences to elicit the cultural
gro~wth of individuals and groups.
Helr:; students to kno;.1 and to apply in their daily lives the democratic principles which are rooted deep il'J. our historical develop'nent.
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4.

Participates effectively in the activities of the school.
Plans cooperatively the means of achieving educational objectives.
4.11 Shares effectively in curricular revlsion and is able to
evaluate prog-ress toward attaining educational objectives.
1.1.1"'!1 Jefines objectives clearly.
4;112 Collects data efficiently and drmvs appropriate conclusions from them.
4.113 Employs appropriate remedial procedures.
1+. 2 Assumes his share of the responsibility for school activities.
4.21 Carries out effectively the administrative responsibilities
designated to him.
4.22 Participate in planning and administering extra-curricular
activities.
4.3 }fu.intains harmonious personal relations with his colleagues.

4.1

5. Assists in maintaining good relations

betwetm the school and the rest of

the community·.
Acquaints himself with available corrummity resources and uses t~eTI
in classroom activities.
Obtains the cooperaf~.0n of parents in school activities.
Aids in defining and solving community problems.
5.31 Helps in defining com::;-iunity problems and in developing
awareness of them in students sn,~1 :'arents •
.5.32 Draws on aYai1nble and appropriate resoureea within the school
in attacking com:mu..~ity probl9ms.
Takes part in community affairs and projects.
ObserveR '.'!'Ofe::-s5{' r::i1 ethics in discussing school problems, particularly
witL lay personnel.

5.1

6. Works on a professional level.
6.1 Gives evidence of the sociFil importance of the profession to parents,
students, and other members of -the profession.
6.2 Adheres to a prpfessional code of ethics.
6.3 Contributes to the profession by membership in professional organizations and participation in their activities.
6.!.i. Assumes responsibility for his mm professional growth by planning
an appropriate program for professional betterment.
6.5 Aids in supervising student teachers and in the orientation and induction of beginning teachers.

APPENDL:C C

ADEQUACY OF TRAINING OF OREGON TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS AND, TYPES OF IN-SERVICE TRAINING ACTIVITIES BEST FOR IMPROVI!\G COMPETENCIES
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